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SENIORS GO OUT IN STYLE
Bronco senior class leave with
20 win season SPORTS· 7
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VOLUME 16 ISSUE 48
Student body presidential candidates debate The Arbiter
actively pursue groups and get
people involved in student gov-
ernment."
Diversity and student-run Wolfe encouraged students
media fueled the ASBSU pres- to, "put [a leader] in position.
idential debate hosted by who will take vision and run
Organizaci6n de Estudiantes with it. Robert and I have a lot
Latino~Americanos (OEIA) last Of vision. We'll use experience
Thursday. Approximately 50 to further our vision."
students attended the debate, Green, Wolfe' running mate,
held in the new Cultural Center, encouraged students partlcipa-
located upstairs in the SUB. tion as well.
'Representatives from all three "Please come to us and tell us
tickets running for office par- what's important to you. [This
ticipated: Jim Wolfe, current creates] a much more produc-
ASBSU vice president, and his tive process."
running mate Senator Robert Skaggs used his background
Green. presidential candidate as a selling point in the de-
James Skaggs, ASBSU lobby- bate. Skaggs, who spent time in
ist and presidential candidate Panama as a child, expressed a
David Morriss. ASBSU senator. connection with the cultural
Wolfe said that he deserves clubs and assured them that
student votes because of his "diversity is a strength. Ithink it
prior accomplishments and his adds to education."
goals for the future. Wolfe sup- Skaggs also raised the issueported a diversity act that, he of equitable funding for Boise "I want to see more commu- poses." Arbiter's validity. '
said, is the first step to creat- State. nication ... through the lntemet Morriss also brought the de- "If Tile Arbiter prints some-
ing a diversity minor or major "BSU gets the least amount of .. , and websltes involving ev- bate to a boiling point over The thing untrue ... we need to be
at BSU, funding per student while U of ery club. [The Web site] will Arbiter's credibility. "Comments transparent and just communi·
Wolfe also expressed support I gets the most. Iwill make sure be open for students as well to made in the Arbiter couldn't cate with the students through
for student organizations and this issue is on my agenda next maybe post [discussion]. more false. The $2,000 cap fee websites and writing editorials
increased student participation year." Morriss addressed matching [for clubs] is a big fat lie. I'd like and correcting [errorsl,., Keep
inASBSU. -__ , Morriss; the third candidate, funds for student organization The Arbiter to come back with them in check but let them
"I will continue to support all said he was concerned with issues as well. "I understand fl- cold hard facts. Let the clubs' come in. If we can't explain
clubs and organizations within the level of communication be- nancial needs. I understand the know we supportthem," somethingllien there you go."
I i. my budget," Wolfe said. "But I tween smdentand government support they desire to have to Skaggs had a different reac- . Wolfe added his input as well:
"_..L :_~_. -will also hirerecruitJ:!rsth-!!!~':Y!!l~_o~~.~,- carty forth their goals and pur- tion to the debate over The "The Arbiterls a newspaperandI. -'..-----:---~---~---,.c----~---.---------:-----------,-----.-,---c, ..---------:--~----'--- ~--_;-:. ..'a:'~=~,.
I
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PHOTO BY KRISTA ADAMSfTHE ARBIllR
ASBSUpresidential candidates from left to righE Jim Wolfe, Robert Green, James Skaggs and Tom Labracques. OELAPresident Ramiro Castro (far right) facilitated the
debate.
Campus Greens President CaseY O'Leary ralllesstudents at 'Books Not Bombs: a natio,nal event to protest disproportionate military spending.
PHOTO BY ANDY BENSOWTHE NmlTER
.tudent rally for
, Boo}{ ot Bo.JiIIL"-..I&JIiill""·""'-'"
BYJESSICAADAMS
Managing Editor
Boise State University
Campus Greens organized the
'Books Not Bombs' protest held
Thursday, March 4 outside the
Student Union Building. 'Books
Not Bombs' is part of a nation-
wide 'effort by progressive stu-
dents to protest the disparity
between military spending and
funding for education.
BSU Campus Greens'
President Casey O'Leary (shown
above) rallied the troops on a
march from the Student Union
to the Statehouse steps, where
students raised signs and ban-
ners.
0' Leary said her organization
as a whole doesn't believe war is
always wrong.
"We want people to realize
that educational dollars are be-
ing sacrificed to pay for war,"
O'Leary stated.
About 60 protestors turned
out on the steps of the Idaho
Legislature Thursday after the
rally.
Student I activist Kendelle
Vogtsaid students who marched
wanted to send a message to the
Statehouse.
"It was a call to our legislators
to put more toward education
and less toward military spend-
ing," Vogt said.
With a headcount of approxi-
mately 100 participants at the
rally. this year's protest was a
little smaller than last year's,
which drew nearly 300 folks.
"Last year there were more
people because it was right be-
fore the war and people were
really impassioned," Vogt said.
"But turnout was still pretty
good and the people got their
voices out."
Members of BSU Idaho
Progressive Student Alliance
attended the rally and passed
out flyers to a fundraising
event held Friday night at The
Big Easy Concert House. Local
bands united for a common
cause: the fight against racism.
"IPSA is just getting back on
their feet again," O'Leary said.
"I'm glad they passed out fliers
at the rally, but they were actu-
ally separate events."
To read more about "Rock
Against Racism," see A&Ep. 9
PHOTO BY ANDY BENSON/THE ARBITER
Sludetns McCale Ashenbrener (left) and Kendelle Vogl (right) prepare to march from the Student Union to the Statehouse steps.
(background) ASBSUSenator Heather Campelliooks on.
ByBethany Maille
News Reporter
Former student
pleads guilty to
indecent exposure
BYANDYBENSON
Editor-in-Chief
Former Boise State student Eric Turner pled guilty to inde-
cent exposure during a pre-trial hearing Wednesday as the
result of a plea bargain agreement. Turner originally faced a
charge of battery after he was accused of masturbating him-
self with a woman's hand during a return trip from the Rose
Bowl January.
, Turner was sentenced to one year of unsupervised proba-
tion. 90 days in jail (suspended), 150 hours of community ser-
vice, $163.50 fine and received a no-contact order to avoid the
female student.
Turner didn't admit to masturbating with the student's
hand, but told Judge Thomas Morden. "My penis was ex-
posed."
Eric's accuser addressed the court prior to sentencing.
"We were very good friends before this happened," she said.
"He was someone that I thought I could trust. He was a really
good friend of mine."
Morden warned Tuner that if he violated the terms of sen-
tencing, Turner would serve the 90 days in jail and then be
resentenced.
Presidential election
offers voters real
choice, not an echo
BYSTEVENTHOMMA
Knight Ridder Newspapers
WASHINGTON - The 2004 presidential election gives
Americans the most dramatic choice of leaders and directions
in at least a quarter of a century.
So different are President Bush and Massachusetts Sen. John
Kerry, in everything from personal style to their approaches to
major international. domestic and cultural issues facing the
country, that voters have. in effect, a choice between ratifying
America's current path and charting a new one.
Like other historic elections, in 1980. 1964 and 1932, the out-
come of this year's vote could usher in a radically different
way of governing. It's worth noting that the three earlier elec-
tions produced landslides. But whoever wins, and by whatev-
er margin, the outcome will have important consequences for
Americans' prosperity and safety and for their country'srole in
the world.
"The difference couldn't be more stark," said Susan Dunn. a
presidential historian and co-author of a new book on George
Washington.
Bush, 57, is a plainspoken. backslapping, peanut-butter-and-
jelly loving Texan who enjoys watching baseball but prefers the
solitude of running for his exercise. He launched a pre-emptive
war in Iraq, favors suspending some legal rights for suspected
terrorists, presided over soaring federal budget deficits. wants
to extend tax cuts. backs free trade as an engine of growth re-
gardless of short -terrn job losses, wants to partly privatize Social
Security and wants a constitutional ban on marriage for gays
and lesbians.
Kerry. 60, is sometimes aloof and long-winded, patrician, a
'French chocolate-eating New Englander who unwinds with
the team sport of ice hockey. A Yale University graduate like
SEE ELECTION page 2
I
I
just like any leader, we have to
deal with media. We're not go-
ing to try to control The Arbiter.
1think it's great ~hen-they pay
attention to us," '
«TheArb#erhasbe~n insis-
tent on not printing a retrac-
tion." Greene added,refetrlng
to an articleinwhichhisposi-
'tionwasincorrectlyteporreil',i'
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J. Brown from 5 - 7 p.m. March
11. Brown, whose hard-hitting,
soulful political lyrics have
been compared to those of Ani
Difranco, will perform as part
of the university's Coffeehouse
Concert Series. The series fea-
tures different artists each
Thursday evening, providing
a mix of traveling and local
musicians. Performances are
always free and open to the
public.
For more information, con-
tact Autumn Haynes at 426-
1223
Body, Spirit Healing." Seaward
is an associate faculty member
of the University of Colorado
~~c~~r~t~~;:ti=~'::;;it~d
& Rocky Mountain Health
Seminars, a health promotion
consulting firm.
In addition to Seaward's
presentations, local wellness
experts will present seminars
related to wellness and the
mind, body, spirit connec-
tion throughout the event.
Lunch will be served and en-
tertainment will be provided
by the Nozomi Taiko Group,
a Japanese drumming en-
semble.
Topics addressed in break-
out sessions by local wellness
experts Include; mindfulness,
family nutrition, food allergies
and intolerances, traditional
Chinese medicine, fitness, un-
derstanding our 'energetic'
makeup, adventure therapy,
homeopathy, art and healing,
healing touch and energy ther-
apies, yoga and pain manage-
ment, and drumming. Exhibit
space is available.
For more information on
conference events and to regis-
ter, visit www.boisestate.edu/
healthservices or call Rhiannon
at 208-426-5685.
Seaward will also present a
special pre-conference semi-
nar titled "Walking in Balance:
The .Health of the Human
Spirit" from 7-8:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 14, at St.
Luke's Anderson Center, Ada
2 and 3. The event is free and
open to the community.
Bush, Kerry served in combat
in Vietnam while Bush served at
home in the Texas Air National
Guard. Kerry, a liberal, now
criticizes the Iraq war he voted
to authorize. He'd raise taxes
on those who make more than
$200,000 a year, expand health
care to the uninsured, restrict
trade to protect jobs regardless
of higher prices for imported
goods and leave it to states to
ban or allow gay marriage.
The clarity of the choice is all
the more striking when com-
pared with the 2000 election.
In it, Republican Bush and
Democrat Al Gore aimed for
the political center, muddling
their differences as they vied for
swing voters. -
What changed to produce
today's once-in-a-generation
turning point?
As in the 1980 and 1932 elec-
tions, the political system expe-
rienced a shock.
In 1980, the country was suf-
fering economic stagnation and
the humiliation of its embassy
personnel held hostage in Iran.
Pious Democratic President
Jimmy Carter offered a stay-
the-course approach and paint-
ed Ronald Reagan as a danger-
ous radical. Reagan offered vot-
ers change, along with an easy
smile and upbeat manner.
In 1932, the Great Depression
was the shock. . Republican
Herbert Hoover was the stay-
the-course candidate and Gov.
Franklin Roosevelt of New York
was the fresh, silver-tongued
alternative. While Roosevelt
sounded moderate as a candi-
date, he had a record as a gov-
ernment activist that he re-
turned to after winning the
White House.
Campus Involvement
Free Mother's Day
pbotos
The Cultural Center is spon-
soring a Mother's Day photo
opportunity for BSU students
that are moms.
Photography major Jesus
Gonzalez is willing to work
with moms on where to take
pictures (indoor or outdoor).
Appointments must be set
up through the Boise State
University Cultural Center at
426-4317. .
The appointments will start
on March 22 and go through
April 30.
These sessions and photos
are free and moms will be pro-
vided with three 8x 10prints (b
&w or color). There are only 25
slots available so please make
your appointment soon.
For more information,
contact Cultural Center
Coordinator Ro Alvarado
Parker at 426-4317
Coffeehouse Concert
Series offers evening
of 50uUul guitar
The Boise State University
Student Union Brava! Stage
will be alive with the vocal
and guitar talents of Tamara
Sen. John Kerry (O-MAl, joined by hli family addresses supporters In Walhlngtll,n, D.C•.
In 2004, the country has been With the two major candi-
attacked and has lost 2.2 million dates eager to highlight their
jobs, the worst performance differences without seeming
since Hoover's term. Bush's re- dangerous, a la Goldwater in
actions to those shocks coaxed 1964 and Reagan in 1980, each
to the forefront a sharply con- will seek to define the other as
servative philosophy largely ob- :outside the mainstream.
scured in the 2000 election. Bush, the incumbent, is large-
As in the election of 1964, ly defined by his record. His
which pitted Republican' new television ads this week
Sen. Barry Goldwater against notwithstanding, all that can
President Lyndon Johnson, the' change his image are events,
out-of-power party decided to such as a terrorist attack, devel-
sharpen the differences. Against ' opments in Iraq andthe econ-
Johnson's plans for the great- omy, His standing is "mostly
est expansion of the govern- based on things outside his
ment since FDR's New Deal, control," said Joe Lockhart, who
Goldwater offered "a choice, was press secretary to President
not an echo." Clinton.
This time around, Democrats Kerry remains largely un-
have rebelled after going along known to most Americans. He'll
with Bush on the war in Iraq, spend the spring trying to in-
revamping education and other troduce himself to' voters as a
issues. Many of them blamed decorated Vietnam War veteran
their 2002 midterm congres- with a plan to defend the coun-
sional losses on their party's try from terrorists, restore inter-
acquies~ence to Bush. Their national alliances and expand
anger, at Bush and their own the economy:
party, fed former Vermont Bush will try to cast Kerry as
Gov. Howard Dean's early run an out-of-the-mainstream lib-
for the Democratic presiden- eral who's weak on defense and
tial nomination. It also forced wants to increase taxes. Bush's
Democratic candidates to em- campaign strategists say their
phasize their opposition to model is Clinton, who used a
. Bush at every opportunity. springtime ad campaign in 1996
In defining himself against to paint Republican rivai Bob
Bush, Kerry wouldn't go as far Dole as a reactionary conser-
as Dean. But he did adopt much vative.
of Dean's more aggressive chal- "No one really knows John
lenge to Bush, most notably by ,Kerry," said Scott Reed, a
criticizing the Iraq war. "We Republican strategist who man-
can't beat Bush by being Bush- aged Dole's campaign. "He's lit-
lite," said Kerry, who in 2003 eraily an unpainted picture."
had the most liberal voting re- In addition, the major candi-
cord in the Senate, according to dates' differences on national
the National Journal's respect- security, the changing econo-
ed ratings. my, the future of Social Security,
And the threat of losing votes even the definition of marriage
on the left to independent can- , make it unlikely that they'll be
didate Ralph Nader is also likely able to meet and compete in the
to keep Kerry stressing differ- political center.
ences with Bush, according to "There's no possibility of cen-
Betty Glad, a political sclen- trism here," historian Dunn
tist at the University of South said.
Carolina.
", ' ""u~ "~;~~~~;~S~:R"'ECO~~"~~~':T;~N">,,' ','
, - '. - . , .
Election
from page I
IntemaUonal health
promoUon expert to
speak at Bols8 State
Boise State University will
host its first Celebrate Wellness
conference in cooperation with
St. Luke's and Saint Alphonsus
regional medical centers from
8:30 a.m .• 5:15 p.m. Thursday,
April IS, in the Boise State
Student Union. The event is
open to the public. Admission
is $30 for Boise State, St. LUke's
or Saint Alphonsus employees,
$10 for Boise State students
and $50 general.
Brian Luke Seaward will
present two seminars: "Stand
like a Mountain, Flow Like
Water: Reflections of Stress
and Spirituality" and "Mind,
Home Parties
for Ladies....
Romance 5plllialisls
tastefully present
Remance Enhancement
products, lingerie
& more In the cemfort
of your own home.
,l
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Hots:priJJg~,more than just recreation sites
BYMICHEIJ..E SELLS
butdoor Columnist '
Idaho is the fifth most geo-
logically active state in the
U.S.• easily recognized by the
abundance ofhot springs in the
area. Idaho boasts over 200hot
springs, including 23 commer-
cially developed, sites and doz-
ens of hot springs that remain
relatively untouched and in 11
wild state. The City of Lava -
population 400 -- is the largest, '
commercially developed site in '
the state, hosting thousands of
visitors from all over the world
who come to enjoy the abun-
dance of hot water.
Geothermal power could
be the wave of the future.
Electricity can be generated
by using the force of heat, or
hot water, in geothermal reser-
voirs to spin turbine generators.
Used water is then returned
to the reservoirs from which
it came. This return process
maintains water levels,pressure
and allows the water to be used
again.
The benefits to using geother-
mal water to produce electric-
ity are numerous. Geothermal
power is extremely clean. In
this process there is no use of
fossil fuels, which means no
emissions.
The space required to build
a geothermal plant is mini-
mal. This type of power plant
is significantly smaller than all
other power production plants.
Geothermal plants are designed
in a modular fashion so that
they can easily be expanded to
keep up with growing demand
and are easy on the environ-
ment. Rivers don't have to be
dammed, forests don't have to
be cleared and there is no fear of
pollution or spills to deal with.
In fact, some existing power
plants are currently located in
farm fields and forests, and sue-
Vulcan hot springs complex _ once considered for a Mure power plant site - was ultimately·abandoned due to its location In a
wlld~mess area.
12-14 jobs and as many as 30-
40 indirectly related jobs. If all
"j'",s currently under consider-
".,un are developed, this could
translate into hundreds of jobs
throughout the state.
Idaho has historically been
very active in its use of geother-
mal sites. Native Americans,
settlers, miners and trappers
have all benefited in one way
or another by these natural re-
sources. Boise,in 1892,became
the nation's first district heating
system. This heating system
Is still in use today and heats
homes in the Warm Springs
neighborhood. The Capitol
Building is also on the geo-
thermal system and is the only
capitol building in the nation so
equipped.
As Idaho expanded, so did its
use of geothermal water•. In the
1930's Edward's Greenhouse
became the first commercial
greenhouse in the US to use
geothermal water tu heat its fa-
cility. Many more greenhouses
in southern Idaho, have since
followed suit. Catfish farmer
Leo Ray chose to use geother-
mal water to facilitate raising
catfish in 1973. Currently. there
is a private fish producer in the
Hagerman area who uses geo-
thermal heat to maintain the
water temperature needed to
raise alligators.
Hot springs have always been
important to Idaho's history
and now it appears that they
have an even bigger part to
play in our future. No longer
just recreation sites, hot springs
may soon mean opportunity.
While it saddens me to think of
loosing some of these natural
gems, the opportunity to pro-
duce clean, non-polluting pow-
er cannot be wasted. Usually I
side with the natural world and
promote restoration, conserva-
tion and non-interference but
in this case I believe that these
power plants have the ability to
reduce harmful emissions and
thereby benefit that which I
seek to protect.
NOW HIRING
Volunteer Services Boord
Coordinators
cessfullyshare these spaces. twice but no steps were taken to
Geothermal fuel is free and develop it.
Idaho has It In great abundance. There are two reasons why
Geothermal power production this site has not yet been de-
costs approximately .07 per veloped, the first being that old
kilowatt-hour to produce. geothermal technology was ex-
In 2001 the US Department pensive and therefore geother-
of Energy awarded Idaho mal power had a difficult time
Department ofWater Resources competing in this area due to
a $75,000grant to update a da- the cheap hydropower, avail-
tabase, develop a website, and able. The second reason was
evaluate areas for possible fu- the federally mandated -- but
ture development. Currently, state administrated -- PURPA
there are several sites being laws. Recently PURPAnegoti-
examined, including BigCreek, ated a new contract with the
Crane Creek, Raft River, Magic Public Utilities Commission
Reservoir and others. All of that increased how much pow-
these sites are close to existing er could be produced at a site,
power grids, offering the great- which makes it a more cost ef-
est viability. fectiveproposition.
ChiefOperating Officer,Doug _ RaftRivercould prove to be a
Glaspey. of the US Geothenn,al very important power produc-
office In Boise provided an up- tlon site. In March the site will
date regarding the status of the receive a flow test to determine
Raft RiverProject. Raft River is how much water is available,
located ncar the Idaho/Nevada and what its temperature is.
border and, during the 1980's, Based on these tests scientists
was a geothermal demonstra- will be able to better determine
tion site. The plant could gen- the sites power production ca-
crate seven mega watts of pow- pabilities. Glaspey estimates
er, but when the energy crisis of that eventually Raft Rivercould
the 80's ended, the Department produce as much as 90 mega
of Energy lost its funding and watts of power.
the site was sold. In the last Glaspey believes that each
20 years the site has been sold 10mega watt plant could open
,
- Environmental & Animal
- Hunger & Homelessness
- Youth & Education
- Health Care
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Get paid
to plan service projects!
Learn leadership skills!
Have fun!
Other positions available:
- Assistant Director
_Marketing/Graphic Designer
- Volunteer Coordinator
-Web Design Intern
Create programs on issues!
Questions? Call 426-1223 or visit http://union.boisestate.edu/vsb/
o what me doin' tonight1
For a Steelhead:
WATER
Idaho Sleelheads Hockey $10 WITH STUDENT 10
INCLUDES ADMISSION
& SMALL BEVERAGE
Gel your .tlcketsalthe Bank of Americ,a Centre Box Office or In the Student Union Building.
u ~ __ Ll~lttWoper stud~nt ID";\'$10speclal does.not applY'for Saturday G'ames
. _,. _ ....~~'7--~._ ...._.~:._--~- ",:"~-"--
Pick up applications at
Student Activities Office
Due Aprll 2, 2004
For You:
HOT DOGS,CANDY BARS,
NACHOS,SODA,POPCORN,
BEER, LIQUOR, & PRETZELS
(with or without salt)
NEXT GAMES
WEDNESDAY,MAR 10· @7:05
FRIDAY MAR 12 @7:05-
,AGAINSTTHE LONGBEACHJCEDOGS
,. ~.
,",
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CONSUMER REPORT
Herr Doktor, Your Ride's ~HereCome Surf With Usl
Call for student and faculty discounts. Internet services
start at *$11.99 per month. FREEl Email &Web Space
Bolse, 10 493-2400 or ToUFree 800-336-8892
www.solutionpro.com
'Additional Telephone charges will apply
and I'll be keen to see whether The S40's superstructure is con-
all this essential goodness trans- strueted with metals of varying .
fers to the S40's platform sibllng, malleability for better crash-
which sells for substantially less . pulse management and c~~
than the Scandinavian. integrity. .:{-' 1. i~
Whatever commonallties Also included are the bY!I;lO~'
there might be, the S40 is a dis- familiar Volvo SIPS side-ilnIja:ct
tinct car, or at least distinctly structural reinforcement, ahti
Volvo. It shares the same bev- the WHIPS anti-whiplash seat
eled shoulder line that appears system, which allows the seat-
on everything from the XC90 back to collapse to absorb the
sport utility vehicle to the S60 "energy of a rear-end collision.
mid-size sedan, as well as the < Volvo has a Pentagon-like pen-
mogul-shaped canopy and the 'chant for acronyms. '.
bluff, upright rear end. The S40 But the S40 T5 reaches be-
is a fair bit wider and.v yond Volvo's typical, sobrl-
slightly taller than, d~ty-at-all;costs constituency
its predeces-, with elegant, even inspired de-
sor and, though'sign-haus "touches .. The car's
slightly shorter • signature hardware is its me-
overall, has a tallic central console, a curved
longer wheel-. panel bridging empty SPlice
base. So it has between the gearshift and me
a very square" "upper dash. Hidden behind the
stance. panel is a catchall tray, and if
The styling has plenty you didn't know it was there, it
of tension in it, perhaps would be an excellent place to
a little too much. From lose your cellphone.
some angles the car appears At the center of the console
knotted and stubby'- a function is an audio-climate-telephone-
of where the roofline lands as it navigation control panel de-
intersects with the rear deck. signed to look like a TV remote
That said, the. extra visibility control.
provided by the small window There are a couple of missteps
in the roof rear pillar proved to report: On the macro-ergo-
quite welcome in the desperate nomics side, I can't understand
throes of wheel-to-wheel com- why Volvo designers situated
muting; the car's split-view par- the ignition lock directly be-
abolic side mirrors supply supe- hind the thick windshield-wiper
rior views of the traffic barreling, stalk. This makes it difficult to
up your backside. tum the key without flipping on
The S40 solidifies its base, as the wipers -- positively no one
they say in politics, by offering looks cool doing this. It doesn't
a comprehensive list. of safety help matters that the key fob is
systems, including "smart" air the size of a pack of Marlboros.
bags front and side, and side- And where, exactly, is the car's
curtain air bags that deploy in hood release? Anybody who.
time-delay fashion to increase finds that should be looking for
protection in case of rollover. WMDs.
department
'The latest S40 T5, on the other
hand, is powered by a turbo-
charged z.s-uter inllne-S en-
gine producing 218 horsepower
and 236 pound-feet of torque, a
quite respectable bit of rotating
vitality capable of pulling our
battleship-gray test car to 60
mph in 6.3 seconds. With its six- .
speed manual transmis-
sion, grippy 2051
50 17-inch
BY DAN NEIL
Los Angeles Time~ ..
The corporate emblem that
graces the grille of the 2004.5
Volvo S40 -- a circle against a
diagonal stroke -- is taken from
the old Swedish symbol for
iron. The word
FREESHAMPOO
(with haircut)
(208) 429-0600
RAM PLAZA 590 BroadwaySte110 Boise,10 83712
. . I'.
CUTS .•STYLE· COLOR HIGHLIGHTS· WAX
Pirellis, pleasantly hefted and
quick steering, firm-yet-compli-
ant ride and well-damped body
motions, the 540 It; is a hugely
likable sports sedan, well bal-
anced, well sorted and $30,000
well spent.
1 encourage you to sit in one.
And rotate.
The S40 models are creations
of global cross-ownership:
Volvo is owned by Ford Motor
Co., and the S40 is the Swedish
company's version of Ford's
Cl global front-drive platform.
Ford also owns a big stake in
Mazda Motor Corp., so the S40
shares much of its dirty bits
with the Mazda3 and the next-
generation Ford Focus.
The Cl platform is palpa-
bly rigid, as solid as an aircraft
carrier's deck plates, and so a
kind of unexpected density in-
habits the car, from tlle well-
isolated steering column to
the stiff ratcheting of the hand
brake. The suspension -- front
struts-and rear multi-links -- is
attached to the chassis with an
assortment of cleverly designed
couplings and bushings that
successfully numb out lots of .
small-amplitude road static; the t
Volvo's progressive-rate springs
provide good ride compliance
and then tighten up for stable
handling at higher cornering
loads. Are we rotating yet?
1 haven't driven the Mazda3,
"Volvo" in the circle derives
from the Latin word revolvo,
which roughly translates as "I
rotate."
I rotate?
Excuse me? Six months of fro-
zen darkness every year, and
the best the company's found-
ing fathers could come up with
was "I rotate"?
. Sometime in the 1950s, Volvo
sexed up Its corporate logo, add-
ing to the circle an arrow point-
lng at a provocative angle -- the
: universal symbol for maleness
-- that was intended to denote
strength and vitality.
Decades passed, yet despite
Volvo's iconic affinity with vital
rotating males everywhere, the
brand is not exactly the extra Y
chromosome of transportation.
Quite the contrary. Volvo's gen-
der politics are distinctly distaff,
with safety and familial obliga-
tion easily trumping the sorts of
values cherished by the aroused
arrows of the world.
Little known and less appreci-
ated are the company's perfor-
mance variants. the T5s, which
infuse the company's safe-and-
sane offerings with not-insignif-
icant amounts of testosterone.
For example: The standard-
issue engine in the newly rede-
signed S40 compact sedan is a
2.4-liter, IG8-horsepower, in-
line-4 -- adequate but, let's face
it, somewhat short in the arrow
fREE Learn toFREE
MEDITATE
... ,;., ".-.-'~j
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Learn how meditation can simplify your life and increase your
happiness. Free classes are sponsored by Learn to MEDITATE,
a nonprofit organization of dedicated, experienced meditation
instructors. Free follow-up classes also offered.
• meditating in your heart
• concentration
• being creative & effective
• establishing a daily &
life-long meditation practice
Topics:
LOS ANGELES TlMES PHOTOS BY OAN NEIL
The Volvo's 540 T5 features a floating metallic instrument panel strung between the
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Congratulations Graduates of Leadership Quest 20041
Randy Johnson Taylor Newbold Janice Smith
Angela Jones Silvia Novoa Quinn Joseph Smith
Gema Juarez Tonya O'Leary Tommy Smith
Taylor Kauer Amy Ortmann Yazmin Soto
Karen Kaupp Mindy Page John Spumy
Brandy Kay Lilly Palacios Dawn Steele
Katherine Kindy Jolene Palmer Angela Stevens
Celia Kinney Michael Papac Shannel Stinner
Laura Kipp Crystal Paulson Denver Stokes
Linda Kirkendall Brandon Payne Max Sujeevan
Cindy Knight Justin Payne Ashley Tate
Thomas Labrecque Richard Petrie Justin Terry
Ian Larsen Emily Poitevin Mary Theander
Robert Larson Christen Potter Riley Thomas
Heather Layne Advin Prolaz David Tomasini
Anna Lee Lindsey Purcell Maria Trejo
Carely Leon Andrea Radabaugh Megan Veeder
Julia Leslie Kasey Reed Cory Velasco
Erin Loeppke Lindsey Rhodes Roxana Vidrio-Ibarra
Kristin Luna Deborah Richter Jenny Villagomez
Noelia Luna Antonina Robles '. Aimee Vogt
Adriana Marquez Liliana Rodriguez .Sakena Walizada
Mari Cruz Martinez Ernesto Ruiz r • • - Joyce Ward
Debra Masner Michael Sanders Debra Weisser
Kerri McCanna Melodie Sanford' '.f,.;~aure.I,."Yh.l~~~O.~~
Desiree Marie McCue Jude Sawine ;,~dY1flrk:YYllkl.l)§;;!/;J~I\;;,
Licet Medina· Eric Schlechtei"GaroJ':~earj)JYil.K.ijl5~:m···
Tracy Melin Leslie Schriever . KirstIE{Williamsll)il';' :;-,"
Christina Melvin Sam Schwegler Tina Williams
Elizabeth Merrell David ScOtt '..< \: Summer Wilmot
Ana Meza Katy Scott· . Greg Wilson'
Kathy Milstead Hannah.Sedivy Paulette Wilson
Tim Mitchell Deborah Sexton Briana Winn
Billy Mogensen Claudia Shade Kris'Wolf
Stephanla Moore Maureen Shea Rachel Wong
Anne Moresco' Shawna Sherburn Shandi Woodland
Krista Mudge Kendall Shew Douglas Woodruff
Eddie Navarro Kimberly Shipton Marjl Wright
Melody Nelson Greg Shoemaker Adam·Zavala
Diane Neu .- ~~.ErlcSmith ;1' KrlstlnZiemer-
, ._ ~ ~'. ~~1:-~-!.t.,' ~ Carl Zumwalt
. .. .. . i': J ~; i;f~ }\~~L';;"; '~ ~;~J!. ';' .
Sponsors: Associated Students of Boise State UniversitX.1!~~~nt.progra.'V~;~~,ar~Qoi~eState Founda~on, Student Housing, Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs,
BSU Bookstore,'1t!qmmAssoClatlor1t AcademIC,Support, Student Union,.and ARAMARK..;,,>, . . ~ ,," 'f, ~. .. . ~ ~. 9
Tanya Cudnohufsky
Amber Dillon
Patrick Dougherty
Bridget Duffin
Dena Duncan
Ellen Eager
Tara Farmer
Hanna Ferber
Melanie Flitton-Folwell
Jarrett Foy , .
Eli Frazier
Wanda Garcia
Robert Gearhardt
Tammy German
Mandy Gibbs
Juan Gomez
Jackie Green
David Habben
Cayley Hachtel
Crystal Haislip
Kermit W. Hale
Jessica Hammond
Kara Harden
Jamie Hardy
Tammura Hargrove
Kersti Harter
LauraHartwig
Autumn Heath-Simpson
Chantel Heaton
Angie Hendrix
Laurel Hersel
Zoe Hewitt
Travis Hiner
Libby Holm
Tarah Hunt
Kristen Huntington
Brenda Inskeep
Jackson Irish .
Colleen Jensen
Jeff Adams
Joeli Adriany
Kim Albracht
Michelle Armstrong
Joe Atkinson
Mallory Atkinson
Jody Ault
Matt Bakke
Dan Bargholz
Maggi Bennett
Pat Benolkin
Kellie Bergey
Shirley Bickel
Simon Billinge
Heidi Billups
Doug Binegar
Lisa Bittick
Justin Black
Antonio Bommarito
Marcus Bonilla
Chelsea Bossert
Kristin Bovey
Lisa Bradetich
Christa Brannan
Mary Breach
Sarah Bromley
Kendall Burgemeister
Leanna Burnett
Jaime Calderon
Glenn Carpenter
Amanda Cash
Brian Cawrse
Andrew Christensen
Cassie Clancy
April Clark
Kari Clark
Kristy·Colpitts
. Cody Cornwall
Jamie Couch
Douglas Crowell-
,I
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MTV goes to war
Student body president supports Wolle and Green
BYAUBREYSALAZAR
Columnist
I hear the jokes about the Music Television channel more
often nowadays. People "scoff "Does MlV even play music
videos anymore?" I began watching M1V over a decade and
a half ago, and the network has certainly evolved from the
redundant play lists and low-budget game shows it used to
feature.
Uke most programming on television, M1V did not have a
choice. Trends in pop culture and two enigmatic generations
dubbed "X" and "Y," which had quickly joined the viewer-
ship, eventually forced Kurt Loder and Pauly Shore off to
the side. This evolution, while not void of corporate motives
like market share, and profitability, has fostered an element
of social responsibility. From premiering openly gay room-
mates on the "Real World," to the political mobilization of
our generation through the "Rock the Vote" campaign, MlV
has been instrumental in the lives of countless young people.
While still an eclectic mix of reality television, music videos,
and dating shows, MlV produces a contrast to this enter-
tainment with its coverage of the war in Iraq.
Anyone who watched the early stages of the war in Iraq on
cable news networks ultimately found themselves with "beer
in the back" embeds reporting from traveling Humvees,
and as the war continued, the reporting on Iraq became
less about the humanistic impact, and more about the U.S.
administration's malfeasances and cryptic sound bites from
kooky Donald Rumsfeld. Itwas time that a human face was
inscribed on the war in Iraq, and MlV did just that when they
sent MlV reporter Gideon Yago there last November.
Yago, a 25-year old reporter and writer, spent 12 days in
Iraq spending time with troops, snapping shots ofIraq's col-
lapsed infrastructure and displaced communities and hang-
ing out with Waleed Rabiaa, an Iraqi no older than himself.
Yago journaled the experience, and having been to Kuwait
and Afghanistan before, created vivid descriptions that
would parallel the accounts of most senior war reporters.
In describing the scene, Yago wrote, "...1 have nothing but
respect for Baghdadis. Crime is out of control, there is no in-
frastructure, electricity is irregular, an occupying force flies
its choppers through the air and drives its tanks through the
streets, attacks are near daily, and still people have adapted.
Not only have they adapted, but they still have hope for posi-
tive change even though there is a near unanimous feeling
that things in Iraq are headed straight down the crapper."
'J ,
il
I am backing Jim Wolfe and Robert Green for ASBSU student
body president and vice president. They are not only the only
candidates with a proven track record of dedication to stu-
dents, they are also the only candidates with the experience
necessary to address your concerns.
Jim and I accomplished a lot this year. From getting the
promise Scholarship included in the Campaign for Students,
to addressing issues on BroncoWeb, working with student
clubs and organizations, residents, athletics and so much
more. When students came to us this year, we made sure to
prioritize and work through their issues. Just ask some of the
people who know us and have worked with us.
A couple of significant accomplishments Jim and I worked
on are tile Diversity Requirement, which so many students
had asked for so many years. Rather than the temporary
changes that characterize student government 'accomplish-
ments,' this change will affect every student who begins at-
tending Boise State in the fall of2005. It will also add value to
all our degrees by showing that Boise State is training people
for me workforce. Many corporations and community lead-
ers lent their support to this cause.
Another accomplishment tllat you all should look out for
over the next couple of weekS is a student-run teacher evalu-
ation system. ~s is something students have asked for a
BYALI ISHAQ
ASBSUPresident
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What is most compe11lng about Yago's report is not that he
had the courage to stroll through the streets of Baghdad, but
that he embodied the paradigm of confusion and complexity
of invading a country with which young Americans have to
reconcile themselves.
Did the U.S. do the right thing? Yago points to young Iraqis
who can now openly discuss politics when before it was pun-
ishab~e by death.
Did the U.S. do the wrong thing? Yago describes Iraq as a
chaotic war zone where children are wielding handguns and
the destruction has been insurmountable.
The massive difficulty in weighing such things at the pres-
ent could drive one insane. So for now, our responsibility
should be empathy towards those who are living It. For me
82 percent of MlV viewers who are aged 18-34, this is in-
creasingly important. Last week, viewers got anomer chance
to witness what it is like to live in this war.
MlV aired "True Life: I'm Living in Iraq" last Thursday.
Cameras followed a 25 year-old American soldier, a 23 year-
old American nurse, and a 22 year-old Iraqi student through
their daily routines in the war tom country. Their realities
would bring most of us to our knees, but mere Is little room
for fear where they live, they had too many tasks, too many
lives to save, and too many dreams to live out. The episode
reflected me young soldier's puzzlement at Iraqi hatred for
me U.S. occupation, which translated into obscene gestures
on me street by me citizens and me sounds of small arms fire
every night when he laid down to sleep. For me nurse, only
three months out of nursing school, the daily hardships in-
volved me darkest side of war -- me wounded and me casual-
ties. The Iraqi film student, although ecstatic to be freed from
a compulsory study program under the previous regime (en-
gineering), was tragically optimistic, and even if the country
becomes stable, he, like most of his peers, will probably nev-
er see his goals fully realized.
M1V is surely not an Emmy contender for war journalism,
but it brought something unique to the spectrum. It focused
on how the Iraq war has affected young people on all fronts,
not from the middie-aged, corporate vantage point, but from
the eyes and voices of our generation.
I know I am not alone in wondering what it is like to be in
Iraq, either struggling to preserve democracy with a rille in
my hands as an American, or trying to make a life for myself
mere as a young Iraqi. Check out www.mtv.com for more on
the war coverage, key word: IRAQ.
long time, and someming that Jim and I finally got done.
Students fill out teacher evaluations now, but we, as stu-
dents, don't get to see them. The system we are implement-
ing gives us -- the students -- me opportunity to see omer
students' reviews of teachers and write our own. There was
initial administrative resistance, but working togetller we got
mis mrough.
I have a tremendous amount of respect for Robert Green,
he is an accomplished ASBSU senator. As president 01 the
, Political Science Association, he knows what issues student
organizations have and can lend key support and reform
necessary to Implement a system most conducive to stu-
dent organizations here on campus. Under his leadership;
me Senate Public Liaison committee took an activist role in
promoting me proposed fees and soliciting feedback. If re-
elected I know that he will continue his proven track record
and do so much more. He also has a lot of experience lobby-
ing at the Capital and would be able to do a lot for Boise State
students.
That's me dedicated and empirical track ofleadership we all
need as students and precisely why.! would ask that you join
me in supporting Jim Wolfe and Robert Green for ASBSU
President and Vice President
The views expressed are those of ASBSU President All Ishaq
and do not represent the position of ASBSU as a whole
Editor-in-Chief
ANDY BENSON xlOS
ed~or@artliteronline.com
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
We encourage readers to voice their opinions for publication. Please sub-
mit letters to the editor to editor@arbiteronline.com and include name, con-
tact number and standing at Boise State University. Letters may be subject
to editing. The Arbiter cannot verify the /JIXuracy of statements made in let-
ters to the editor; they reflect the opinion afthe writer. Readers may also post
their comments at www.arbiteronline.com
Nows for "Dr. Drew":
Gayllfesty1els
unacceptable
needed the tasty liquid to sur-
vive. But walking across campus
to classes doesn't strike me as
a particularly strenuous, life or
death activity.
And the drinking of aforemen-
tioned liquid during class that
causes distracting and annoy-
Ing sounds from lids being un-
screwed and screwed back on.
Is sitting, listening to a lecture
and/or taking notes more tax-
Ing for some students, causing
them to become horribly dehy-
drated during a class?
Or perhaps they weren't in-
formed of the drinking foun-
tains located at numerous lo-
cations on campus? They could
perhaps rehydrate themselves
before their classes or even dur-
ing the class by quietly traveling
to a water fountain and return-
ing without missing much. It
could be just me, but I'm curi-
ous.
Thank you for your time.
Dear Editor,
I am responding to me article,
Down and Dirty with Drew mat
was printed on March 1,2004. I
am surprised by this article that
is attributed to a "Dr." I am won-
dering Ifthere is a degree behind
me title. That aside, I would like
to make three points.
First, according to me best le-
gal defense in support of gays,
gays represent between 1 and 2
percent of the national popula-
tion. (See U.S. Supreme Court,
Lawrence v. Texas) According to
me National Health and Social
Life Survey, gays represent 0.9
percent of the adult popula-
tion (or 9 out of 1000 people).
According to me National
Opinion Research Center, gays
represent at most 0.7 percent of
me adult population (or 7 out of
1000 people). According to the
2000 Census, 0.42 percent of
households in America are ho-
mosexual couples (or 8 out of
1000 people). So mat while it is
true, we won't know a person's-
sexuality when meeting them in
person, me likeli1100d is ramer I try to be supportive of BSU
small that me person we just and to keep up-to-date with our
met will be gay. local news by reading The
Second, as more s~udies are _Arbiter. I admit, you have done
performed, the effectiven~ss of a'great job for a school news-
condoms toyreventAl?S ISbe- paper.
ing calle~ into question. Also, I am writing because I feel
the questions mat have been that The Arbiter should invest
asked of "D~." Drew need a more attention to how articles
greater sampling of peop~e than are presented to us the readers.
~ few local doctors ..What ISneed I have noticed that the articles
IS an expert ,~n epIdemiology. I written by Danika Oliver in your
suggest mat Dr. Drew consult A&Esection are basically black-
me Center for Disease Con~ol biased. I believe that if The
(CDC) and a few o~er similar Arbiter is going to devote a sec-
sources. The CD~ will confirm tion to ethnicity, then it should
what I ha~e wntten, provide label it so.
m?r~ detailed. answers to me This is not a racial outburst
or,tgtnal questions and, worse against Danika, me black com-
still, ac~~y prove one of me munity, or any other ethnic-
~ytl1s dr drew was attempt- ity. In fact, I am an American
mg t? deb~ with a Mexican heritage, from
Thud, ~m all of this talk southern California, and am
~bo~t sex in s~ch an op.~n f~sh- very aware and acceptable to
ion in our SOCiety,does Dr. all ethnicities. In addition, I
Drew kn?W who the most have happened to like some of
sexually satisfied p~ople are in Danika's articles.
survey after survey. The ,most However, my concern is that
completely satisfie~ people are Danika's A&E articles have
people mat abstained be~ore consisted of hip-hop and oth-
marriage, are co~pletely faith- er Black-affiliated interests. So
fu1 during m~ag~. and are I ask you, why not advise the
devoted to m~lr reli!?o~. May- reader before hand of what she
be the Clea~er s had It nght all is about to invest her time in by
along; ~ee~ It between husb.and re-thinking a more appropriate
an~ wife in a .10vin~re1ation- section thanA&E?
ship and keep It behmd closed I was mainly disappointed
doors .. All mat .they needed wim Danlka'slatest article about
was a httle devotion ~.?,God. A me "Hippest Website". I am a
~c?IY thought"t0 the ~ts okay . Networking major and spend a
If It feels good generation. And large amount of time on the in-
a recent survey ha~ even shown ternet, and do not understand
~e extreme em?tional connec- why she rated BlackPlanet.com
tion pro~uced m a ~an by a as me "Hippest".
woman s~ply. by bemg com- I was honestly interested
~Ietely falthful 1~ a sexually ac- in this article and the web-
nve healthy relationship." " site from me title. Unti1later,
I am r~questing ~at Dr. I realized that her article was
~ew rewnte the article after a supporting and advertising a
httle more research. ~ am also website directed toward the
requesting mat he !?ve ~bsti-· black community. I didn't want
ne~ce some space m his re- to jump to a conclusion so
wn~ank' f ti' . I visited the website and sure
you or your me, enough, it was.
lwish Danikawouldhavewrit-
ten the other sites mat she com-
pared to. "BlackPlanet.com". as
well as all the individual ratings
and characteristics of me sites
so that we the readers could
learn what makes a "hip" web-
site ..
. All I suggest is, if you are go-
ing practice' printing articles
mat are driven toward a spe-
cific ethnic group, men please,
specify me section so tl1e reader
is not misled.
Sincerely,
lamis Harms
SomeA&E articles too
black-cenb'lc
Dear Editor,
ElIot Smim
Computer Learning Center
coordinator
What Is up with water
bottles?
Dear Editor;
Can you explain the trend of
carrying water bottles clipped to
backpacks and the drinking of
enclosed liquids during classes?
I have to be missing something,
don't I?Icould understand Ifwe
were on a trek furough an un-
forgiving, hot climate and we
Thank You,
Jerry Franco
Junior
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clubs succeed.
We are realistic about ASBSU's future
and we are willing to do whatever it takes
to make sure clubs are funded as well
as they should be. After going over the
ASBSU.budget we have found $20,000
,that we will redirect to clubs.
Also. unlike any other candidate, we
have already set our propo~ed bud-
get. Any club on campus can look and
know exactly what we plan on giving
them. Other candidates have a prom-
ise; we have a plan of action. For more
information you can go to our website:
www.vision4more.com
We have taken our plans for repre-
senting students to ..the State Board of
Education and the Legislature as well. We
are suggesting a simple plan for helping
students achieve their education goals.
We are proposing that the fee all in-
coming freshmen pay their first semester
is the one they keep for five years. This
would allow students the' ability to plan
exactly what their education is going to
cost for their entire college career. '
As you can see we have a real vision for
ASBSU and Boise State, which is Whywe
are asking for you to support us and vote
March 10-11 via BroncoWeb.
James Skaggs and Heather Campbell
"Hello, our names are James Skaggs and
Heather,Campbell. We are running for
president and vice-president of AS13SU
(student government). We are focused on
putting students first and we are a well-
rounded team. ". '
James is currently the ASBSUlobbYist
working with members of the Legislature'
and the State Board of Education to im-
prove student life. And, as president of
the Campus Parking Alliance. he makes
it a point to bring parking administrators
to the reality that students need places
to park. Community events and con-
struction are not and will never be good
enough excuses to put students last when'
it comes to parking.
Heather is currently an At-taIge
Senator and serving as Budget and
Finance Chairperson. Her focus has been
on helping student clubs succeed. She
knows that it's hard enough to keep a club
going let alone having to deal with all of
the ASBSUcomplications that have been
going on. This is why she sponsored leg-
islation in Senate that increased the rate
that matching funds would be awarded to
clubs. Instead ofASBSUmatching a dollar
for every dollar a club raises, ASBSUnow
matches two dollars for every dollar. The
two-for-one special is already helping
t~,.-
!]imWolteand Robert Green .
fi! : What have wedonefof you? Wolfe ,clubs~ndotglinizatlonSisoneofthemost
~i,' ,served as ASBSlJvice president this year-' important things ASBSUdoes. A small fee;h: anel ,\vaS preVIously a senator., Green Is. ,increase,forASBSU .that we lobbied for'
f:~; a senator and chairS the PubUcLlaison . passed,' alloWiqg' us, to' once again' sup- ,I: Committee (PLC).Green took the pLC to port clubs and organliatlons to the fullest'
L~ new heights this year, includlnglnfonn- in ouibudget. Wolfe and Green's.votlng .
ing students about propo~edfee lncreas- records sho~ sustained support for cam-.
es and sollcitingfeedbl!ck using a display .pus groups. .
strategically placed in the quad .. '.' '. 3; Bronco Atmosphere. Every great in-
We have represented you byactivelylis- stitution of higher learning needs a sense
teningto student conCerns. representing of community. Wolfe and Green helped "
students on numerous wmmittees in- to cultlvatethis sense of community by
eluding the Executive'lhldget Committee reaching. auf to students and initiating
._ Wolfe was one of two student repre- things llke the "O·ZOne" basketball cheer-
sentatives on this committeethatmade ing squad and the tradition soon to be.
the fee .Increase: proposal to .President·, born: "13r(ll)coBarbeque." We will con-
r . Kustra (Wolfe's motion concerning f\'lesm.tinue to work with campus groups to fos-
f that committee was passed by the com~ . ter Iiunified Boise State.
i,; mittee and the state Board of Education .~.Supportfor all Students. We will
l" and secured the smallest increase in the make further efforts to accommodateand
matriculation fee iri the last 5 years), and suppo'rtCU1turaland women's organlza~
drafting legislation supporting clubs and' .lions. aswell asALL student's concerns: .
organizations; " ....,... . 5. Fiscal Responsibility ~. we willowy,
What willwe dofor you? Our campaign spend money oothings that make. sense.
branches out from our platfonn: .. . Wolfe is the owy candidate J:unningwho
1. Student Fees; We will fight to keep' has drafted anattual budget:; Green ll; the
fees low.Wolfe was instrumental at keep:-9wy candidate iuririingwhohas revjewed.
ing fees bearable~lis year, represe~tlng, and passed an ~CtUaiproposed budget. '
students. aggressively on the . ExeCUtive '. , "we feel tha~Ollt leadership styles fit to·
Budget Committee. He also d:l.alred'tb,e' "getherperf~dy~nd thatwe.b.ave the.ex-
Student Fee Committee thatrevj.ewedallpeiience necessafYto be the l'nosteffec-'
student fees and proposed fee increases. .tivevoice forYOU,VoteWolfe/Greenl
2. Clubs and OrganIZationS. Supporting . .., " , ," .
. .--", ',' .. !.
David Morriss and Tom labracques
Platform: new environment.
1.Fiscal Responsibility 3. Teacher Retention
Small changes make big differences. We It is important that students take a role
are dedicated to minimizing student fees in retaining our BSU teachers. An edu-
and fair organizational funding. As busl- cation Is owy as good as the professors
ness majors, we are dedicated to making teaching. Improving teacher benefits be-
ASBSUmore economically efficient. gins by lobbying our legislature. We will
1. Student Parking do our part to stop teacher turnover.
BSU student deserve a better parking 4. Improve Student Representation
situation, including the issues that BSU ' All .students deserve an equal voice.
dorm residents currently face. We are We believe in rurming a campaign free
dedicated to researching solutions for from .'special interests.' Increased stu·'
this growing problem. . dent awareness and availability is also
2. Diversification an important issue. It is time to iinprove
Diversity is a key to BSU's continued the flow of infonnation for all students,
success and growth; lntroducing a. new especially between student leaders and
scholarship to rewl!fd DiversityStudles is the student body. One way to accomplish
one Wayto ~ncourage this continued suc- this is thro~gh an improved ASBSUweb-
cess. Improving.heW snidentorientation .' site, keepmg students better informed of
is also vital;especiallyfc:irthose.studentsissues, eve.'1tsartdlnfonnation that is im-
reqUirihgspecial help acrlim~tirlgto fueb' '..'p~~anttotliell1" ," .
PORTS
ANDREATRUJIUO
Sports Editor
345-1%04 ext. 103
IJIOrta@arbiterollline.COlII
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How sweet It Is! The Broncos notched their 20" win of the season on Senior Day at the Pavilion, sending the seniors out In style. Now Boise State turns Its attention to the
WACtournament; they'll face off against Fresne State, Thursday.
Brian Detares
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
and awarded a plaque by Head
Coach Greg Graham at cen-
ter court, where Nabors and
Defares were joined by Haynes
and Skiffer. All four of them
made the most of their final
game at home.
Skiffer finished the game with
the final four points for the
Broncos, as he was fouled on
three straight possessions be-
fore they finally ran the clock
out to let all four get their stand-
ing ovations.
Haynes, the only one of the
four to not play his entire career
at BSU, had 8 second half points
to help the Broncos build a 14
point lead, and finished with 14
points and seven rebounds.
Defares lead all scorers with
18 as he took control of the
game, scoring six straight points
in a three minute span late in
the fourth quarter.
The night belonged to
Nabors. The Boise native had
two reverse lay-ups, the second
coming as the Broncos were in
the midst of a 5-0 run to start
the second half that built the
lead to 27-20 with 18:48 remain-
ing. But as he launched the final
three-pointer of the game, the
crowd erupted, and gave the
Broncos the largest lead of the
game at 16.
As exciting as the game was
in the second half, the first was
marred by missed shots, and
questionable foul calls. Neither
team shot well in the first
half. The Miners, led by Omar
Thomas' nine points, shot 36
percent in the first half, and the
Broncos shot a dismal 27 per-
cent. Thomas eventually fouled
out in the second half.
A huge turning point in the
game was when the regain-
ing WAC player of the Week,
Filiberto Rivera came down
awkwardly on a 3-pointer with
13:12 remaining in the half.
Rivera came back with nine
minutes remaining in the half,
but was virtually ineffective, fin-
ishing with one point. He never
came back in the second half, as
a precautionary move.
The Broncos came out after
the half and built a lead that they
never gave up. On the first series
of the half, Jason Ellis missed a
shot that was rebounded by
Haynes who put it in to start a
12-3 run in the second half. The
Miners brought it within four
after Giovanni St. Amant nailed
a jumper. But in the following
series, Haynes came up big with
a three-point play that started a
10-2 run on an emotional day
for the seniors.
"This was a perfect ending,
even though we still got some
games to play, but it was perfect
to finish my career here at Boise
State," Defares said.
Coach Graham and his staff
were aware of the emotional
strain Saturday's game would
have on the seniors, as all four
started. The game marked the
first time Nabors was in the
starting lineup since the sev-
enth game of the season against
The Boise State men's bas-
ketball team tallied their 20th
win on Saturday at the Pavilion,
closing out the regular season
for the Broncos and solidify-
ing 2004 as one of the best sea-
sons in Boise State history, The
Pavilion was packed with 9,550
fans, who bid farewell to the
Bronco seniors: Brian Defares,
Aaron Haynes, Booker Nabors,
and Joe Skiffer, as well as Kostas
Avegrinos, who was not suited
up because of a season-ending
injury.
"We didn't shoot the ball that
well, but our defense kept us in
the game," said Defares, who
finished with 18 points.
The afternoon was one for
the record books. In addition to
the 20th win, Nabors etched his
name in the record books with
his 1000llt point. Nabors came
into the game with only 5 points
to reach the milestone. With
3:41 remaining in the game
Nabors hit a corner three to put
him over 1000 for his career,
and BSU up for good.
"It (1000 points) was in the
back of my mind, actually, it
was in the front of my mind
most of the time," said Nabors.
Before the game started, all
five seniors were introduced
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Idaho, and Graham knew their
adrenaline would catch up with
the team.
"We knew they'd be excited.
But we talked about that before
the game. Just to relax and just
play like we've been playing,"
stated Graham.
In only his second season,
Graham has taken the. Broncos
to a plateau that the university
has not seen in a long time. It
marks the first time in 15 years
the program has reached 20
wins in the regular season.
"It (the basketball program)
has had some bad years, trou-
bling years. It's great to be going
out on top," Skiffer said.
The Bronco fans got a glimpse
of an upside for this week's con-
ference tournament. wlth the
game out of reach, [ermaine
Blackburn saw his first action
since his shoulder injury almost
a month to me day versus Rice
on Feb. 7.
"I wanted to get him out mere
on the floor and let everyone see
he was okay," stated Graham.
With the largest crowd on
hand at the Pavilion this season,
Graham knew that this win was
something special.
"It's probably me biggest win
since I've been here," Graham
said.
The Broncos finished off me
regular season on a six game
win streak, and snapped UTEP' s
four game streak.
The win gave Boise State (20-
B, 12-6 WAC) me only season
sweep of the regular season
conference champs in league
play, and with a season split
with Nevada, the Broncos will
take the third seed in me WAC
tournament and play Fresno
State on Thursday.
Booker Nabors
After losing five of seven
games early in conference play,
the Broncos are now playing the
best ball inme league, winning
nine of their last 10. With mat
type of play, and me return of
leading scorer Blackburn, mere
is one moughton me mind of
me players-the NCAA tourna-
ment.
"That's all we're playing. for
right now," stated Defares.
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fore the NCAAs.As the top seed, .
it will face No.8 Washington
State at 12:20p.m.Thursday at
Staples Center, with the winner
playing the cal-oregon winner
on at 6 p.m, Friday.
"I couldn't tell you how
we're going to react, because 1
have nothing to go by," point
guard Chris Hernandez said in
a quiet locker room. "But this :
team is mature enough that ...1
don't think we'll get together
and say, 'Hey guys, let's have a
group meeting,' It's late in the
season,"
Against a tournament-cali-
ber opponent, Stanford looked
more like a .500 team than an
undefeated one. It committed
13 turnovers in the first half. It
could not stop the Huskies from
scoring during crucial sequenc-
es. Its precision. attack sput-
tered and shooters struggled (21
percent from three-point range)
againstWashington's aggressive
defense, and it did not rebound
consistently.
Foul-plagued forward Josh
Childress played poorly for
34 minutes before finding his
touch late in the game - too late,
in fact. Lottich never got com-
fortable (1 of 11from the field).
Forward Nick Robinson was in
PAGES
No. 1 StanfordsimplyoutplayedbyWashingion
BYJONWILNER
KnightRidderNewspapers
SEATILE- For more than 38
minutes, he clanked jumpers,
threw errant passes and looked
wholly out of sorts. But none of
that mattered when guard Matt
Lottlch grabbed a pass in the
left comer with Stanford dcwn
and desperate. Time and again,
he had bailed the Cardinal out
of dire situations.
Lottich glanced at the bas-
ket, made a move down the
baseline ...and dribbled the ball
off his foot and out of bounds.
With his face red and fists
clenched, Lottich turned and
punched the air in frustration.
For the first time all season,
he had no response. .
For the first time all season,
neither did Stanford.
One win from perfection, the
top-ranked Cardinal mustered'
slightly more than a whimper
Saturday afternoon in its regu-
lar-season finale. It defended
poorly, shot worse and was
outplayed for most of a 75-62
loss to Washington before a re-
cord crowd of 10,086at Bank of
AmericaArena.
"You look around the coun-
try, and there are a lot of teams
losing," Stanford Coach Mike
Montgomery sald. "Butwewere
one game from something spe-
.cial, and it's going to take a little
time to get over that."
Stanford became the seventh
Pacific-l0 Conference team to
win Ii league games but only
the second, following Oregon
State in 1981, to suffer its first
loss on the final day of the sea-
son.
The Beavers lost their next
one, as well, in the first game of
the NCAAtournament. Stanford
(26-1, 17-1)has the luxury of a
conference tournament to work
this defeat out of its system be-
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foul trouble. Center Rob Little
was effective,but only Inspurts.
Other than Matt Haryasz. the
, reserves made no impact.
That left Hernandez, who
nearly duplicated his game-
saving perfonnance at Oregon.
During a stretch midway
through the second half,
Hernandez- scored seven con-
secutive points to keep the
Cardinal within range. But he
didn't get enough help to match
the hot -shooting Huskies.
"Anytimethey take you out of
your rhythm early, it's tough to .
get it back,"Lottich said. .
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The Broncos dropped some tough matches over the weekend to New Mexico and Colorado, but the team looks to bounce back
against Clemson, March 17.
Women's tennis falls short
GET OFF YOUR ASBSU AND
MARCH 10TH AND 11TH
HTTP://BRONCOWEB.BOISESTATE.EDU
BY JEREMY RASMUSSEN
Sports Reporter
Hayward and Erin Polowski
against NMU's Maja Kovacek
and Sandy Lukowski, the 16'"
ranked doubles team in the
nation. New Mexico picked up
the crucial first win by a score
of8-2.
BSU'sonly team point against
the Lobos came at number four
singles when Carolina Pongratz
of Boise State beat Lukowski in
strait sets, 6-3, 7-5.NewMexico'
had two nationally ranked
singles players who picked up
wins for them in the first two
spots including Kovacek (57'")
who defeated Hayward in three
sets after losing the first, 5-7.
Kovacekwon the next two 6-2
and 6-3 to finish the match. Also
NMU's Iva Gersic (98'") beat
AlissaAiling in strait sets at the
number two spot, 6-2,6-2.
Saturday night, the Broncos
looked to rebound and get back
to their winning ways against
the Rams of Colorado. But the
Rams struck first with a vic-
tory in the number one dou-
bles match, a match in which
Hayward did not play. Jessica
Vanderdys and Morgan Sall of
Colorado defeated the Bronco
team of the Megan Biorkman
and Ayling 8-3. The Broncos
mounted a comeback in sin-
gles, but fell just short in the fi-
nal match. Tiffany ColI tied the
match at three going into the
deciding match-up between
BSU's Anna Curtoloand Sall
of CU. Sall came away with the
victory in strait sets to give the
match to Colorado.
Bronco singlesvictories came
in straight sets at the hands
of Ayling at number two over
Jessica Vanderdys, Pongratz at
four defeating Martina Sedivec,
and Coliat fivewinning out over
KristyRandono. .
The weekend's losses drop
the Bronco's record to 8-4.They
hope to take all they can from
the losses and improve. They
have another week off next
week to regroup before hitting
the road again. They will face
Clemson in Provo, Utah, on
March 17'", then immediately
flyto Hawaii for a long weekend
March 19-23.
against Lobes and Buffalos
Boise State's women's ten-
nis team matched up with New
Mexico and Colorado this past
weekend, and the Broncoswere
in for a test as both teams were
ranked in the top 50.Atough 6·
1 loss came Friday to the Lobos
followedby a close 4-3 defeat to
Colorado Saturday night.
The Broncos came into the
weekend with an 8-2 record in
dual competition after a week
off last week. Prior to the week
of rest and preparation, Boise
• State went undefeated in back-
to-back-to-back wins on all
three days of the weekend, Feb.
20-22. They knocked off UC
Santa-Barbara and Colorado
State the first two days with a
5.2 score in each match before
finishing the successful three-
day outing with a 7·0 shutout of
Montana State.
Match play with NewMexico
kicked off Friday night with
a big match in doubles com-
petition, which pitted BSU's
41" ranked team of Jamima
I
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Player's size is no indicator of steroid use , BOOKS' STONES' JEWELRY 'CANDLES'
one, or steroids. Andre can do
the trick, too.
One veteran pitcher, speaking
on the condition of anonym-
ity, says he tried hGH for a few
months, and that the doctors
have it right: he got bigger and
felt better, he says, but was no
stronger and couldn't throw a
ball any faster. He got nervous
about the possible side effects,
he says, so he stopped using it.
"Just didn't seem worth it,"
he says.
But he could have thrown
in a big shot of Andro, added
some pop to his game, and no
test he takes this season would
nail him
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"FAIRIES '" DRAGONS'" INCENSE" MUSIC
BYT.J.QUlNN
NewYork Daily News
(KRT) .
ing are so large that a player can
still pump his body with foreign
substances and avoid detection.
In some cases, he might not be
breaking any rules. He can take
human growth hormone (hGH)
to swell his body, for instance,
and baseball won't test for it.
He can take Andro (the famed
Mark McGwire drug) to replace
stronger anabolic steroids, and
it won't get him in trouble be-
cause baseball doesn't test for
it. Both substances are illegal
in many other sports, but base-
ball's union is strong enough to
exact concessions on drug test-
ing from the game's governors.
"It's a ridiculous system," said
Dick Pound, president of the
World Anti-Doping Agency.
The Players Association,
which has remained mostly si-
lent as players and the testing
program have come under fire,
bases its objections to drug test-
ing on right to privacy issues.
Besides, says' the union, Andro
is still legal (a pending Senate
bill would reclassify it as an ille-
gal steroid), and as long as John
and Jane Public can walk into a
store and buy it, players should
be allowed to as well.
Human growth hormone is a
trickier subject. Players can go
to "longevity' clinics" and get
prescriptions for a substance
that increases their lean mus-
cle mass, reduces body fat and
improves their general sense of
well-being. hGH also increases
their risk of developing certain
cancers, possible heart, liver
and kidney disease, and gives
them bad breath, skin tags and
increased bone growth in the
hands, feet, brow and jaw.
There's also another risk fac-
tor: It's unclear whether hGH
actually increases strength.
"There are certainly situations
where it is easier to demonstrate
that a certain hormone can in-
crease muscle mass, but not
strength," says Peter J. Snyder,
a professor of medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania. It's
the same with testosterone,
Snyder says, since there are few
studies on whether it increases
strength.
But athletes don't need to
conduct double-blind con-
trolled studies and publish
them in peer-review journals,
making sure they meet ethical
standards. They use their own
bodies as lab rats every day,
and have developed their own
knowledge of what huge doses
of steroids can do to the body.
They've even figured out how
to avoid certain side effects.
They take estrogen-blockers
such as tarnoxifen, a drug in-
tended for women who are
menopausal or have breast can-
cer, to avoid male breasts. They
take diuretics to lose the water
weight that comes with steroid
use, and they combine different
steroids to maximize the mus-
cle- building effects.
Science is not entirely sure
what hGH will do when taken in
large amounts by healthy young
people because it is unethical to
test them. But studies in elderly
patients who have seen a natu-
ral decline in their hormone
levels show that they get bigger
and look better with hGH, but
don't increase their strength. In
order to do that, several experts
say, the body needs testoster-
one, and the. most effective
method is artificial testoster-
NEW YORK - If his personal
trainer hadn't been hit with fed-
eral indictments, Barry Bonds
might have avoided all those
questions this week about what
kind of substances he has or
hasn't taken. Colorado Rockies
pitcher Turk Wendell probably
wouldn't have felt brave enough
to flat-out accuse Bonds of
doping when he volunteered
this statement on Tuesday in
Tucson: "It's clear just seeing
his body." .
Added Rockies pitcher Denny
Neagle: "The jury is always go-
lng-to be out on Barry."
But the indictments from
the government's investigation
into BALCO in California have
opened Bonds and other play-
ersto the kind' of scrutiny few
dared to make public until re-
cently. Wendell is just voicing
baseball's newest conventional
wi~aom: the evidence is in the
body.
"There are certain guys, you
just wonder," Cubs starter Kerry
. Wliod said. "You' also wonder
how they're going to be this
ye~."
This year, of course, is the first
that baseball will have any sort
of punitive testing program for
stejoid use. '
But the eye is a terribly unre-
liafile way to determine who is
doping and who isn't - just be-
cause a player arrives in camp
bigger or smaller than he was
last season is no guarantee that
he-ever used steroids - or isn't
using them now.
The holes in baseball's test-
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DURHAM. NC _ Duke's Shavlik Randolph. left. battles for a loose ball with North Carolina's Jawad Williams during the first half of
their game on Saturday night
North Carolina-Duke has it all - even Donald Trump
BY SCOTT FOWLER
Knight Ridder Newspapers
DURHAM, N.C. - Watching
a Duke-North Carolina game
is an emotional experience no
matter which shade of blue you
root for and no matter how of-
ten you have done it before.
The best,fivalry in college bas-
ketball - and quite possibly in
college sports - gave us another
frenetic game Saturday night at
Cameron Indoor Stadium. No.3
Duke won, 70-65, over No.14
North Carolina, entering the
ACC tournament next weekend
with momentum and its tradi-
tional No.1 seed.
This one was played on the
floor about half the time - I've
never seen the court-scrubbers
so busy during timeouts. Players
got hurt and got up and kept go-
ing. The coaches screamed and
Crazy Towel Guy waved his
towel and the difference was
ultimately Luol Deng, the Duke
freshman who scored 25 points
and was the best player on the
court Saturday night.
The emotion began early.
Duhon had tears streaming
down his face before the game.
Introduced with the other se-
niors who were playing their fi-
nal home game in Cameron, he
ran to midcourt and stripped off
his warm-up shirt to unveil aT-
shirt that read "Our House."
As always, the atmosphere at
Cameron Indoor Stadium was
frantic and wonderful. Donald
Trump even came this time to
see it the rumor was, that he
managed the very difficult trick
of parking his private airplane
on his very own hair.
Reporters are fortunate
enough to sit directly in front
of the Cameron Crazies at Duke
games, and I got spit on for the
first time by the Crazies at this
game. But it was accidental,
and I didn't really even mind.
The guy was just screaming at
the ref so hard that he started
spraying.
There was a serious "Wizard
of Oz" theme going on with
many of the students, owing to
Roy Williams leaving Kansas for
North Carolina. Right behind
me sat a group of eight students
who had every major character
in "Oz" covered - from the ob-
vious ones like Dorothy (with
sparkling Duke-blue slippers,
of course) to the Wicked Witch
of the West and even her Flying
Monkey.
Many of those students
had lived at part-time in
Kryzyzewskiville - the tent city
that springs up at Duke every
winter - since Dec.26th, mostly
so they could see this game.
The game they saw was very
sloppy at the start. Although
each team boasted five players
in double figures, they could
barely score in the first 10 min-
utes. Duke missed at least four
easy layups early.
North Carolina led, and Duke
pulled back ahead, and ulti-
mately North Carolina had the
ball, down 68-65, in the final
seconds. McCants had it and
was double-covered, but he had
to get ready to shoot a three and
send it into overtime.
And McCants lost the ball.
J,J. Redick picked it up and
immediately called timeout
and the place nearly exploded.
There were 4.4 seconds left,
Duke had the ball and a three-
point lead, and Redick quickly
got to the line.
Redick is a 97 percent free-
throw shooter, so that was that.
Duke would win by five points,
closing another chapter on a
fantastic rivalry.
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Dr.Drew;·
Boise bands collaborated to put
on a show Friday night at the Big
Easy Concert House,
Last Friday night, the Big Easy was
its usual rockin' scene, with the walls
busting at the seams and the crowd
dancing their way down to the floor.
But this time, people were bump in'
for a cause.
Rock Against Racism, an anti-rac-
ism concert with performances. by
Earnest Orange, Switch Hitter, The
PrikQlaters, Final Underground,·
Exit51 , Subvert, and Another Mans
Poison, lit up one of Boise's most
frequented venues.
The idea came to two local mu-
sicians after a local synagogue
and Greek Orthodox Church were
vandalized using spray paint on
December 4, 2003. Comments were
then made on a local radio show,
several times, about "young punk
kids" being responsible for the van-
dalism.
Courtney Seal and Josh Shockey,
members of the local band Another
Man's Poison, began organizing an
event that would feature local bands
that are different than their own.
"We wanted an event that brought
a lot of different people together,"
Shockey informed me.
The bands range musically from
punk rock to alternative country
I've never really been accused of having a
great sense of smell, but I have been seeing a
girl for the last few weeks and every time we
start to 'fool around' I find that I am repulsed
at the aroma that comes from between her
legs. Don't they have something to clean that?
If it smelled 'better I might be enticed to 'go
down,''ili,er!'lmore often,
l J",. , .. _>
-Who Nose1
Who Nose,
, Awoman's body is an amazing wonder. The'
ability to please a man in seconds, provide the
only source of nourishment for her offspring
and, yes, produce foul odor down-under are
inherent capabilities of the female being.
l Some of the odor-causing components are
'J simply out of our hands. Several elements
.i from our daily routines and behaviors add to
1 our smell. Eating contributes to our surviv-1 (al-along with our aroma. Different foods can
1 • change our smell and taste. These foods differ
'l from one body to the other. One commonly
, shared source of food (and smell) that causes
~ most women to excrete a not-so-attractive
, odor is spicy foods.
: . However, and in defense of my gender, we
l « were given an unhappy week to every month.
: ; During this week (and for those lost, I'm talk-
• ing about our menstrual time), we experience
: 'fatigue, cramps and crabbiness. The fluids
1 our bodies regularly produce combined with
: .. the "tragic week" fluids alter the smell and
.. :_ can cause a rather unpleasant odor that we
: : can rarely control (do not curse us, curse the
• 4 Gods). That's half of the battle.
: Many may recommend a douche. Not me.
1 Douching can temporarily decrease the odor
~ for a few days, but it will return. A douche is
• I known as a vaginal cleanser, but bodily fluids
: are a woman's natural vaginal cleanser. When
• a douche replaces the natural cleanser, yeast
: ,infections can occur, also producing tlle foul
• odor your nose is objecting to. Yeast infec-
: tions are not predominantly due to douches.
.. Another odor culprit is foreign fluids. After
: sex, it is important to properly clean the geni-
• tals to reduce running the risk of yeast infec-
• tions. Not cleaning will not necessarily give
one a yeast infection, but unfamiliar (semen,
lubricant, whipped cream) fluids in the vagina
will usually cause other odd odors
Don't get me wrong, her smell does not indi-
cate that she does not bathe properly. Rather
it's the product or way of cleaning. The vagina
is super·sensitive. One should wash the lower
region with an odor-free soap, no perfumed
or dyed soaps, and avoid washing with a body
wash as well. Even though we enjoy our loo-
fahs and sponges, we should steer clear of us-
ing them on our region, for they attract bacte-
ria that can cause infections. The most affec-
tive method is gently using your hands.
If that doesn't work, buy a nose plug or
scented body oils that are edible. Most taste
we receive is generated by smell. When you
refuse to go downtown, she may refuse going
to town with you.
Boise bands unite to
'Rock Against Racism'
BY 'EN CREECHLEY
Special to The Arbiter
with several different fan bases.
The two men also wanted to create
"something where people can see
that the kids have their heads on
their shoulders; they're not all out
there committing hate crimes."
Shockey and Seal credit another
musician, HOSS from Switch Hitter,
for helping to get seven bands and
the Big Easy to sign on to the idea.
"Josh came to me with the idea
and I had the resources to help put
it together. I knew we could make
it enormous with the right bands,"
HOSS said proudly.
All three men were hoping to make
an impact on people in the commu-
nity with speakers from bands and
booths who feature groups such as
the Anti-Racist Action to help edu-
cate concei tgoers.
"We want people to ask questions,
pay attention," Shockey explained.
"The information is out there, we
just want these kids to know where
to find it; to use common sense."
For every ticket that was sold for
the evening, The Big Easy donated
one dollar to The Idaho Progressive
Students Alliance, a group chosen
by the performing bands. According
to Seal, the emphasis was to stay lo-
cal.
"We didn't know where the money
was going to go at first, but we knew
. we wanted it to stay in Boise. We
wanted a group that would get the
most use out ofit."
MONDA't MARCH 8.2004
Local band Evo Logic rocks
against racism at the Big
Easy Friday night
PHOTO BY KRISTA ADAMSfTHE ARBITER
When asked what they hoped to
accomplish through the evening's
performance, Seal said a goal was to
get parents involved.
"We want them to realize that
just because their kid dresses weird
doesn't mean he's a' racist. Boise
isn't a hateful place."
, The men also hope to hold the
event annually, and to help contin-
ue to educate the public on racism
and its effects.
"We want to show people that re-
gardless of whether you like our mu-
sic or not, this is something that af-
fects everybody."
Friday night's performance
showed the community that the lo-
cal bands care about these issues
and are affected by them.
"We want people to know that
entertainers can have a message as
well as amuse," HOSS said In regard
to Switch Hitter.
The three men also cite Idaho's
reputation as a racist state as a good
reason to put on the event in order
to show the community "a good
sense of Boise."
With lustful smell,
Dr. Drew
Send next weeks question or topic to
bsudrdreuntyauoo-com-
RDoma pencer unites women of all ethnic groups
SpecificChiropractic correctionhelps . ~. .. '
with yourpain problem and also greatly ~ .fSO~I04:. . '
improvestheoverallfunctieA-Gf..your-.fl.nfit-M-P.V,s . __ L,._ •• ~MP3&ConwntloMIC0'5
body. Millionshave experienced the ,,~OPRACTIC
~enefrts of optimum health under Call 389-222
Chiropractic ~ ...you can too. 1025 Lincoln, Boise
"For Colored Girls... " addresses
realities faced by many
out of the play. They're not syn-
onymous only to black wom-
en. There's an idea that to go
through childhood means that
you have to go through so much
of this, and it's sad."
Spencer admits that she first
read "For Colored Girls .. ." dur-
ing her undergraduate years in
Trinidad in 1988, and couldn't
make sense of it at all. Then, just
a year ago when the script was
sent to her as the chosen perfor-
mancepiece at BSU, it was the
first time she really grasped it.
"It just jumped out at me.
That's when I really under-
stood Shange's style of writing.
I think it has a lot to do with liv-
ing in North America and un-
derstanding and hearing how
they use the African American
language."
Bearing in mind the racial
makeup of Boise, I am eager to
learn whether it was difficult to
find women to step forward for
auditions. With this, Spencer
nods her head and assures me
it was no piece of cake.
"Because of the problems
of trying to find more colored
women to come forward, I was
forced to take the notion of the
rainbowin the play and make a
statement about that. So there
are Filipino, Latino, white and
black women in the cast, be-
cause the play speaks to all
women. It is just sensitive to
African American women."
Spencer's love of the arts
lends her an impressive reper-
toire. In addition to directing,
she acts, teaches workshops
and seminars, writes scripts
and does rhapso, which is spo-
ken word mixed with calyp-
so. Among all her talents, she
claims she doesn't exactly favor
one above the rest.
"I do miss being on the stage;
I don't do enough of it. I know
I still have the passion for it. I
have a problem separating my-
self from the play when I'm dl-
BYCRYSTALTHOMAS
A&EEditor
be the guest director for "For
Colored Girls .. ." Considering
Spencer's passion for the play,
she's the perfect candidate for
the job.
"For Colored Girls .. ." is a play
written by Ntozake Shange and
addresses the pains and strug-
gles faced by black women in
America. It explores the bag-
gage that often comes with
the journey from childhood to
womanhood such as abuse, in-
cest and violence.
Yet Spencer emphasizes that
the play relates to all women,
and all people.
"How to find love, keep that
love, rape, abortion, prostitu-
tion, deception ..racism, sexism
..,All these are issues that come
. Rhoma Spencer, director of
the upcoming production of
"For Colored Girls who have
Considered Suicide when the
Rainbow is Enuf," relaxes into
her chair and calmly waits for
my questions to spill forth. One
would assume she might feel
slightly uncomfortable in a city
and university so tremendously
different from the ones she is
used to, but if that's the case,
she's got me fooled.
Spencer, who is originally
from Trinidad and Tobago but
now resides in Toronto, was
asked by a BSU professor and
friend to visit the campus and
$20 Adjustment (or BSU
Students & Employees.
We also work w/student
health insurance.
~..
recting it, and.I know that's be-
cause of the actor in me."
Intrigued, I ask what, if any-
thing, she doesn't enjoy.
"I'm just driven by the arts.
Music, dance, drama ... But I
don't get opera! I just don't get
it."
One thing she does get,
however, is the importance
of getting the message of "For
Colored Girls .. ." out there.
"I want the audience to come
away with a renewed strength
as they embark on their own
path in life and grow closer to
one another to build a bridge
of understanding. We don't re-
ally know each other, and don't
really know our own neighbors.
It's important to achieve under-
standing among all races. "
Spencer also writes for "The
Extra," a bi-weekly newspaper
inToronto. She came to Canada
five years ago to complete her
post-graduate studies in the-
atre at New York University. She
will be returning back home to
Toronto following the end of
the play.
"For Colored Girls who have
Considered Suicide when the
Rainbow is Enuf' has been
performed at many colleges
and universities throughout
the world and is a perfect of-
fering during Women's History
Month. The play has never been
performed in Idaho. Boise State
University Student Union &
Activities, Women's Center, and
Theatre Department have come
together to make this exciting
opportunity a reality.
"ForColored Girls... "will
be presented in the Boise State
Special Events Center Mardi 10-
12 at 7:30p.m., alld March 13
at2p.m.
Tickets are $5for students,
faculty and staff, $10 for general
admission.
Available at Select-a-Seat and
www.idallOtickets.com .
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BY DANAKA OUVER
A&EWriter
Twenty-year-old Inferno is an
emerging rapper/musician origi-
nally from Texas, but now lives in
Nampa. He's a proud member of
168 Entertainment and has been
hitting the mike as an emcee for '
nearly 6 years. I sat down with him
to get the scoop on what he has in
store.
D: What influenced you to get
into hip-hop and rapping?
I: I love rap (laughing). When
I moved to Texas one of my best
buddy's free-styled and I had
never heard something like that,
up here. So he was bustin', and
I loved it; just started rapping. I
love poetry, too. I've been writing
poems since I was a little kid.
D: Ifwe were in your ride right
now, what would be bump in' in
your stereo?
I: Outta my shit? Urn, maybe
'.!_' _ -" ....... _.__ "'_~ .,~;,.t'l....~"-
like, z-Pac. Some 50 Cent.
D:What artists have you worked
with so far?
I: I've worked with Proverb, CI,
Taiyo, Weenie, Lady Hanna, and
hopefully soon I can work with .
D-Goddess, she's pretty tight.
[laughsj I've got 2 artists that rap
for me though, like G·Unit. As
soon as my solo album is done we
will be working on our album. I'm
not gonna let you guys know their
name yet though cuz' .it's a sur-
prise, these guys are hot.
D: Which artist would you most
like to work with in the future?
I: I'd like to work with 50 and
Eminem. Cent's the shit. I'd like
to work with DMX, that's the main
one. I love DMX.
D: Are there any particular pro-
ducers you are feelin' right now?
I: like, Dre. Hmm ... and I'm
likin' Def Iam shit. Dre's the best
though right now I think.
D: Where do you plan on going
with your music?
I: All the way. I wanna get
signed to a major label and make
music my occupation. I don't
plan on being stuck here forever
just doln' this; I want to go far-
ther.
D: Do you have any albums
out?
I: Noyet
D: When can we expect it?
I: Soon, we're hoping it will
be ready to drop the end of sum-
mer. I'm not makin' no promises
though.
D: Is it titled yet?
I: Yeah, "There's No Tellin'
What's Next"
D: Any special meaning?
I:Yeah, you know, it just means
there's no tellin what's next with
me, the future. Big things are hap-
pening and nobody knows what's
Local artists to be seen and heard
From my MP3 collection to your two left feet
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BYTREVER ALTERS
A&EWriter
Tho Mars Volta
De-Loused in the
Comatorium
The album is intriguing from
the get go: partly from the hyp-
notizing beat that reminds
me of the sound the blinker in
my car makes. Or maybe it's
the tune from a horror/space
movie. Actually I am more fas-
cinated by the lead singer; is it
a masculine chick, or a femi-
nine man? I've got 5 bucks on
the man. These guys are fast at
times, but you have to be pa-
tient with slow intros and out-
ros. You can feel an emo influ-
ence with this album but they
are going for a progressive rock
sound. The lyrics seem interest-
ing' but when I looked to the CD
booklet all I found was informa-
tion on ordering lyrics .. , look
guys, I don't care that much.
This album is pretty unique, but
you can hear a little Santana in-
fluence and maybe even some
simplified Led Zepplin (if you
use your imagination). There
is also a hint of early punk, but
this is freakishly modern. Not
bad, but listen before you buy ...
unless you like artistic expert-
ments.
The Clumsy Lovers
After Th'e Flood
When it comes to love these
guys may be clueless, but they
'know exactly what to do with
the instruments. They've got
the banjo, they're sportin' they
fiddle. If any of you know what
The Reverend Horton Heat
sounds like then you can relate
to these guys. After the Flood
sounds like a cleaned up version
of The Rev's music. They sound
a little country, but they are
good old rock and roll. I think
this album is perfect for a lot
of folks at Boise State because
you're just getting off the farm
and getting into college life.
This album is a great transition
from Toby Keith to Blink 182...
and if you stay with The Clumsy
Lovers and never get to Blink
182 your better off anyway.
They arc trying to brand their
type of music with the term
Celticana, Remembering that
term is not nearly as important
as it is to remember that these
guys are good and their music
is fun. P.S. Grab your partner
and be prepared to dance, The
Clumsy Lovers are playing at
the Big Easy on March 19.
POOlO Iff EMLY IJ[SlEJ\I1t£ ARllIWl
Rapper/musician Inferno Il'Ies In Nampa, Id•
next.
D: What is the feel of this al-
bum?'
I: I don't know, I got a club
song, some deep stuff. You know,
a little bit of everything.
D: What sets you apart from
other rappers?
I: Urn, shoot. [laughs] I got a
lot of ambition and a lot of drive,
some people just want it handed
to em', but I'm hungry, real hun-
gry. And I'm real.
D: Are you ever compared to
Eminem'[
I: Nope, never. I don't like to
be compared to anybody because
people's opinions are their opin-
ions.
D: Got any shout outs?
I: Lets see, I'm gonna holla out
168 entertainment and to all my
home boys on the real you know,
we're everywhere.
•ervice
aturd
March 13 Choose from projects
that benefit:The Deathray Davies
Midnight at the Black Nail
Polish Factory
I don't know how I made it
through the first song. I guess
it was the thought that The
Kinks somehow won a few fans,
so why can't these guys. They
sound like an English band, but
they're from Texas. Don't get
me wrong, the album is fair-
ly solid with almost a Weezer
sound to it, but still there is no
Buddy Holly song or anything to
set them apart from the masses.
I can see a few weeks of pop-
culture coffee talk centered on
these guys. So enjoy it while it
lasts, Midnight at the Black Nail
Polish Factory will be appease
all your chill moods. They are
even playing at the Neurolux
on March 26 so throw on your
Chuck Taylors, let your hair
down (that goes for the guys
too) and go check 'em out.
Meet at 9 a.m. by the
Food Court in the SUB
Volunteer in the
community
with
other BSU
students!
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WE DEUVERI
Don't surrender
to HUNGERiH
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-3a.m. Mon-Thurs, 11-4a.m. Fri/Sat &
Noon~3a.m. Sunday
Deliveries stap30 minutes hefore closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
GREAT DISCOUNTS WITI--l
STUDENT 10 CARD!
• 10%off..Delivery or
• Free 16 oz. Drink or Eggroll or
Daily Soup with Combo Meal
~hone CD344-5905 Address CD 2203 University DI
e Sweet & Sour Chicken
e Kung Poa Chicken
e And Much More!
eFried or Steamed Dumplings (8)
e General Tso's Chicken
eHouse Special Lo Mein Expires MJ"'.
IN IS PRO
THINKI\'.!
UlfC,
Sponsored by the
Boise State Women',
Center. the Annual
National Jurled Art
Exhibit Celebrates
Women's History
Month.
PHOTO BY MARY DAWSOWTHE . :____________________________ ...;......;...= .......""'"'"' ARBI ER '
tudent Union gallery
lWS competitive talent
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$4.99
I TllinT~itv Drive
;]
, ID 83706
BYDAVIDHABBEN
Arbiter Staff
Combining efforts to cel-
ebrate both local and national
art, the BSU Art Department
and Women's Center officially
opened their respective Annual
Iuried shows Friday evening in
the Student Union art gallery
located up stairs from the main
entrance. Each show is the con-
tinuation of work within both
organizations to display con-
temporary art and raise aware-
ness of various issues.
The Women's History Month
National Iurled Art Exhibition
is a major step forward for both
the Women's Center and BSU.
Having begun as a juried show
for local participants only, this
year entries were accepted from
across the country. 260 entries
came from 87 artists with jurors
selecting only 50 works from
31 sculptors, painters, photog-
raphers, and other various art-
ists. The entries this year display
not only talent and skill, but
also raise specific social ques-
tions and provoke thought and
conversation concerning many
important issues for women
and men. Prize winners (listed
below) came from as far away
as New York., but included lo-
cal artists as well. Included in
the show for the second time is
work from BSU student, Melody
Eisler. Melody's work focus's
on the impact of toys for chil-
dren in our culture. Her motiva-
tion is the idea that "alternative
toys (can) create social change."
Her biomorphic piece, titled
"Feminist Tinker Toys: Bending
the Rules", involved a lengthy
process of aluminum casting
and neon (non-gender specif-
ic) paint. Melody also teamed-
up with Evangeline Beechler
to create a small "show" that
contained empty pedestals and
frames. On display in the Foote
room of the SUB, the artists
wanted to "represent the nihil-
istic zeitgeist of the 21 'I century.
Also opening Friday night
was the Annual Iuried Student
Exhibition, which is on display
in the Liberal Arts Building
Gallery 1. Each year the art de-
partment encourages it's stu-
dents to submit their work to
the show in which entries are
selected by a panel of judges.
This year's selections reflect not
only talent, but also the sponta-
neity and fun that accompanies
1
.'
Women's History Month
National Juried Art Exhibition:
Best 01Show -
Dawn Gettler (Athens. OH.j"Gluttony"
lst Runner-Up-
Candice Nichol (Boise. IDj "Becca's Vision"
2nd Runner-Up -
Holiy Wong (Son Francisco. CAl "Expulsion"
Honorable Mention -
Judy Coopermon (Greal Neck. NY) "Ageless Beouty"
-r
Annual Juried Student Exhibition:
Best 01Show 2-D-
Bryon Burton Rich "Helen ill"
Best 01Show 3-D-
Ryan D. Sharp "Spoiled Rotten"
Best 01Show Graphic Design -
Tiffany Rooproi "African Union Proposal"
Best 01Show Art Metal -
Christie Nichols "And then she was like ... "
Best 01 Show Illustration -
Debbie Evans "The_Visit"
Honorable Mention 2-D -
Candice Nichol "CSVANN 04'"
Honorable Mention 3-D -
David Habben "Marlyr"
the artist's work. Bryan Burton
Rich, this year's winner of Best
of Show in the 2-D category cre-
ated a skillful painting in which
he combined classical style with
contemporary materials. To
Bryan, the idea that "no matter
which way you look at someone,
we're all pieced together with
the most unconventional parts"
came across by using a surface
that was itself, made of various
shapes and sizes. Another Best
of .Show winner was Christie
Nichols, whose metal work dis-
played the skill she has gained
over three semesters of creat-
ing beautiful metal designs.
This year her award winning
piece, "And she was like ... " is
representative of a cell-phone
which contains small conver-
sation pieces within its hinged
shell. "My inspiration was all
the people walking across cam-
pus and (their) fun conversa-
tion bits ... their conversations
intrigue me ... "
Concerning the show, BSU
Art Professor Cheryl Shurtleff-
Young, who visited the opening
along other faculty from the de-
partment, said, "(The) student
entries get better every year. The
jurors picked interesting ... using
non-traditional objects and ma-
terials. The show is great."
The Women's History Month
exhibition will be on dis-
play through March 31 in the
Student Union Gallery, Mon-
Sun 8 a.m.-l1 p.m, The AIlIlU~
Iuried Student Exhibition will
be displayed through March 17,
Monday through Friday 10 a.m.-
6 p.m., Sat. Noon-5 p.m.
PHOTO BY MARY DAWSOWTHE ARBITER
Student art show in the Liberal
Arts building displays a variety 01
creativity from sculpture to painting to
photography.
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Dirty House, No time to
clean? I'll do it!! Call Sara
at 898-9218 or 412-6442
FREE learn to meditate.
Sat. 3113& Sun. 3/14,
12-2pm Boise Library,
or Sat. 3/27 & Sun. 3/28
II-Ipm Towne Square
Library. Info: 208-364-
5843. Sponsored by Learn
to Meditate, a non-profit.
Want to look and feel
GREAT?
• $25 off hoir extensions
• $10 off hofr reler wjhoirlut
• $5 off 011 perms
• $3 off hoirluts
• $2 off lip ond eyebrow wox
64~" 713-4S7V
""""" <It nUotIon unl .. Bolse.1d.
_ ~Iease present coupon
at limp of appointment
1974 Dodge 4x4, Runs
well, $1OOO/obo866-0121
1975 BMW 2002 Blue,
Good body runs well,
$2000/0bo. 342-3484
• ASBSU provides -'c!
· FREE ATTORNEY·
CONSULTATIONS
· 't26 - 1.440 " ,
with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/flllllily law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and debt
problems
personal injury and
insurance
worlaoon's ccinpensation
claims .
DUI/criminal
call ASBSU for an
lIJ?POintment Attorneys I
Margaret Lezllllliz and
Jolm schroeder
1979 Ford Fiesta Ugly Roommate wanted Roommate needed. 2072 "THE SECRET"-
but runs fine. 87k miles, $340/mo. Util. incl. W. Lemp. $275/month + Learn the secret to getting
$250/000. Call 344-4363 Private bath, walk-in utilities + $150 deposit. what you want out of
closet, cable internet, 484-4787 or 859-0774 life. FREE 10 minute
1991 Nissan Sentra, WID, DIW. 284-2401 audio CD. No cost or
Loaded, Needs clutch, obligation! Learn how to
$1300/0bo 866-0121 Location, Location, gain financial freedom
Location! I BR, I BA and control your own
1993 Mazda l\ofini-Truck. duplex with AlC on the destiny. Find out how to
Lots of extras, rebuilt engine comer of Leadville and have time to do what you
$2500/0bo 412-2495 Howe (716 Howe). Great Make SS$ taking online want and enjoy real
deal at only $475 per surveys. Earn $10-$125
security. Call (800) 627-
1994 Honda Accord month-a must see. Pets for Surveys. Earn $25- 4780 and we wiII mail
New Paint, 45,OOO/mile okay. Call 850-1314 for $250 for Focus Groups, you "The Secret" free!
warranty. $5000/0bo. more details www.cash4students.com/
412-2495 idbsu, Looking for an
2BR, 1 BA bouse in SE
Internship??? We need
1999 FORD TAURUS Boise. Hwd floors, WID, Were you adopted?
you! We are looking for
SE, 70K, 24V-V6, spoiler, nice yard, auto sprinklers Do you have problems
people with a passion for
6 disc CD, Custom wheels, water & trash pd. Close with attachment in your
learning and achieving
abs, pw/pl, ac, fwd, cc to BSU. $675/mo 1517 life? I arn a Senior in
who want to enter the
$6900863-2472 Division no pets Call Communication at BSU
Information Technology
385-0943 and want to make a
Field. We have corporate
2003 Harley Sportster documentary about this clients and partner
Hugger 883, black & Great property for disorder. Please call
staffing organizations that
chrome, 2k miles. $6800/ Forrest@412-7322to need our Student Interns.
obo 794-8923 roommates. 6BR, 3BA help educate others about This is also a greathouse with large yard opportunity for any IT
Mattress Set, Full Size in SE Boise. WID, DW,
this problem suffered by professionals who need to
Brand New in package. auto sprinklers, water &
the adopted community! update their certification!
Sacrifice $99. Call trash pd, $1600/mo 230 Bartenders Trainees
skills for re-entry/career
866-7476 E Boise Ave no pets Call advancement. We offer385-0943 Needed. $250/day day and evening training
Queen pillow top mattress
Potential. Local prograrns complete
Investors 25 1 acres lots. Positions. 1-800-293-set. Brand new, still in 3985 ext 223
with a PAID two-week
plastic. Must sell $159. Can All utilities Beautiful internship that will
deliver. 866-7476 views on proposed golf We're New & We Need
prepare you for contract
course. No Snow, St. jobs and/or permanent
King size pillow top George, Utah Finished
You! We're looking for employment. Pay range
mattress set Brand new in lots from $40K. people interested in a is $9-$12Ihour. Training
bag. Must sell $225. Can HVRE 800-640-4460 ground-floor business Scholarships and Tuition
deliver. 866-7476 opportunity representing Financing for those who
~~~
The Body Shop products. qualify. We would like
5-Pieee Cherry Bedroom
The Body Shop currently to fill 10 job requests
set. Brand-new in box.
operates in 49 countries, by June 2004. Our fast-
Retail $1450, sacrifice
24 languages and 12 time paced training program
$395. Ca11888-1464 zones. Be a socially begins in March. Onlyresponsible entrepreneur. 10 students will be
Cherry sleigh bed.
Enjoy a lucrative income accepted into this new
Solid wood. New-in-box. based on your efforts .. program. Training is
Value $850, sacrifice
To Learn More Contact: focused on preparing you
$295. Call 888-1464
Melissa 461-3861 or for all three of the most
melsbodyshophome@ in-demand IT industry
Italian leather couch msn.com certifications (A+,
and loveseat for sale!
Microsoft and Cisco).
Brand new, still in plastic. 17 PEOPLE NEEDED Your training will be
Retail $2450, sacrifice TO LOSE WEIGHT. hands-on in one of our
$899. Call 888-1464 100% natural. Call David
7 State-Of-The-Art
& Michelle. Classrooms. To see if you
916-705-0175 qualify, call
866-ITBOISE
Christian Business (866-482-6473) or e-mail
Opportunity. Please info@nhboise.com
call 800-585-5873 for a
FREE Info Pack. Please
leave ID # 81910
MAl THAt
RESTAURANT & BAR
J(ickin'if up a notch in Downtown Boise .
right next door to.Old Cbicaqo.
HOR{)S(:()PE~S_---
DILBERT
ByUnda C.Black
1Hbune Media Services
Today's Birthday (March 8).
Look at the situation from another
point of view this year, and do this as
often as necessary. The more people
you can include in your plans, the more
likely you'll accomplish your goals. An
older eerson who's sometimes disrup-
tivewill eventually be helpful.
Arles(March21-April19) ..
Today is a 6 -Youmay feel as weak as
a kitten, but that's OK ifyou've taken
the precaution of first getting close to a
snuggly person. Let someone take care
of yon
Taurus (April20-MayZO)
Today is a 7 -The elIortyou're putting in
may not be much, but the value will re-
ally bulld.Your future can become much
more secure ifyou get involved now.
Gemlnl<May21-June21) .
---'"~g~7s6~~~~~~a~~
;fa~~i~ot~~~~~eggs~~~
THIS WEEK I ACHIEVED
UNPRECEDENTED LEVELS
OF UNVERIFIABLE
PRODUCTIVI:N .
I MADE PHONE CALLS,
BUILT CONSENSUS,
DISPLA'YED LEADER-
SHIP,ATTENDED MEET-
INGS AND SET
PRIORITIES.
THAT
SOUNDS
AWFUL.
'YOU WONT
BELIEVE HOW
MUCH 'YOU
ENJO'Y BEING
AT WORK.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) .
Today is a 6 -Home IS the best place for
you this evening, even ifyou get an offer
to go out and paint the town. Paint the
kitchen instead, or the kitchen chairs.
Do something to brighten your space.
S3Jtittarlus (Nov.22-Dec. 21) .
Toaay is a 6 -Don't trust what you read
in the 1l1ilI1Ual.It could be an error.
Don't dig too deeply into your savings,
or you could compound the problem.
The good news is that there's a pleasant
surprise waiting for you out there.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Toaay is a 7 -Youcould find a treasure
or reap' unexpected rewards. This could
bea gift from an older person you've
befriended in the past. Good deeds are
being repaid.
Aquarius (Jan. 2O--Feb.18)
Today is a 7 -navel willhave -complica-
tions, but ail should turn out wellllie-
wise, communications could be garbled,
but all is understood in the end.
Leo (July 23-Aug.22)
Today is a 7 -When you're Inl.·sunder-
stood toda),' - and the odds are good
that you willbe - don't get into a snit.
It's an epidemic. Everybody's got it
Stay on course.
VI1"Ko (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 -What may have seemed -
like a frivolous idea at work could lead to
greater profit 1Iy something whimsical.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - Begin that creative project
that you've been thinking about Don't
follow the directions exaCtly. Let imagi-
nation take over..
Pisces (Fcb.19-MarchZO)
Today is a 7 -The problems you'll
encounter today have a lot to do with
taste. Yours is of the champagne va-
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) riety, whereas your resources are not
Thday is a 7 - Amazingly, your financial Shoop the sales. -
lucl<has ~raed even though your .. ...
energy lev s own. Following throu~ (c)2004,1'RIBUNEMJIDlA SERVI~!NC.
on a promise you made leadsto more . Distributed byKnight Ridder/ ...
money in your pocket ,. 1HbunelnjbrmationServices .
.
. \.'
Love cars? Need a
Flexible Schedule?
Decent Pay? Local car
dealership is looking for
someone to take incoming
calls on car ads on an as
needed basis. We will
supply you with a celI
phone, high-speed access
to the Internet, and a
number of other perks.
For more info, e-mail
info@autosenseinc.com
MONDAY. MARCH 8.2004
Arbiter classifiedadvertisementsarefree to students.
Toplacean adcall 345·8204 xl 00 or cometo the
office at 1605 UniversityDrive(acrossfrom the S.U.B)
Want to spend jhe
summer getting
PAID to PLAY in the
outdoors?
i6E'r
If you like the outdoo~
you1110ve workingat RElI
REIsthe leadingretailer
andonlinemerchantof
qualityoutdoorgearand
dolhln!).Wearehiringfor
the followingpart-time
positions:salesandcashier
spedalists, Ifyouenjoy
workingIna positive
environment and
providingexceptional
customer service, attend
TheREI JOB FAIR
March 20,2004
9am-1 pm
8300 WEmerald St.
Bolse,lO 83704
(208) 322-1141
The Girl Scouts of Silver
Sage Council are looking for
energetic, positive people to
work at one of3summer
~':Il11PSlocated in Idaho.
serving girls ages 6-18. Jobs
range fromcounselors. food
assistants. program
c()()rdinators.lif~·guardsand
more! For more
information or to request an
application packet, please
contact Maria @
800.H40.00'i9, C~tI21or@
mpelayol!"girlscoulS-SSC.org
or by fax@ 208·37i-0504·
I
I' I
lei IIIpayflrllho<l, .... l""lIlI1O
~39~o)Ollll
College Benefit. Include:
• SZ16.OOI"IlIII'lI1
.1\Js1ll~S1OO/1111
• 1O,lXXI1kJ&d ILms ~
---P/us:---
IS 1'*1S22000 fir hi lllIl...Janl
I"IlIII'lI1~klhl
~Mrrt Ill*xd Glad
AddlUonil SignIng Bonul
_' S3DQO - $8000.nu 863-3516 or 373-7218 BroncoJobs"hlUi" Si'iI,UtifiFli'i
, , '
WE'RE.
;.' HIF.lING!
$10.50 Base·Appt
F1/PT in Cust Sales/Service
Flex Hours
No Exp. Necessary
Conditions Apply
AII.ages 18+
,~0'-_1'\L$ -
~~1'.2820 ~~
or apply @ ~~:'-
-(
www.collegeincome.com
Looking for Jobs
while you are a .
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
~
':1AI"
•.·.!tjob-~eferral
JYV service
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILASLE
We need enthuslasllc
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills.
Work 20-40 hours
per week.
• Paid training
• C.. ual environment
• Aexlble echedula
><"> " ' •
Click Brol1coJobs
, athttp://
,career.boisestatc.edu. '
$8.00 I hr
Pleaee call for
more Information
658-4888
affiNITD~
~01DJTIlli
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fund raiser solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group,
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fund raiser with
CampusFundraiser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
i
J
~~.:.,,;,
·Scnntor Edwards, do you rC<111i.."C-lhafmany
voters loar lhat jf you win tile nomination.
yOUr smilo mIght aClual:y pop your face?"
'1 proclaimyou 'Man'sBest Friend!'
Thisentitiesyou to sleep
in a bOlland oat meal by·produclsl·
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Invited
6 Black goo
9 Cathedral
Instrument
14 Onion-flavored
seasoning
15 Vitalstatistic
16 Sudden rise
17 Tallstories
18 Palm of a paw
19 Proboscis
20 Eleclrical
problems
23 Actor Ely
24 Had a bite
25 Drench
28 Camera stand
32 A-Team member
33 List ot dishes
34 Cutoff-man's
function
35 Persevere
36 Consumer
37 Troubles
38 Perplexing
problem
39 Anglers' needs
40 ICUelement
41 NewYorkriver
42 Measuring
instrument
43 Measure (out)
44 Endeavor
45 Milkshake's
cousin
46 Citrus cooler
47 Notes of scales
48 Architeclural
. add-on
49 Certain derby
participants
56 Militaryhat
58 _ on your life!
59 Run·down
dwelling
60 Singing cowboy
61 "The Three
Facesot_"
62 Stage type
63 Trepidation
64 .- Moines
65 Religious grp.
DOWN
1 Play parts
2 Persian rlJler
3 Metric measure,
briefly
co 20G4Trlbune Medii St!rvlcu.lnc.
All rights reliNed.
4 At all times
5 Lay waste to
6 Gimmepult
7 Food thickener
8 VIP's rug
9 Davis of "Do the
Right Thing"
10 Pipsqueak
11 Fillswith
disgust
12 Belore now
13 Jersey eager
21 Cape on the
Atlantic
22 Speak
26 Irritable
27 Contracted, as
lips
28 Emotional
. shock
29 €hecked, as
horses
30 Unable to read
31 Sticking stuff
32 Lichen-covered
33 Wallpainting
35 Became rougher
38 Part of a pansy
Solutions
~o N 3 0l'1li S 3 alii a v 3 Il 01
v N 3 Il VI3 II 31111AIl1nvi
l3/10H 10 Nil 0 >I V H sl
SIl31V>lS'
~12~ 0 il_
113 ~f'"031 ilv v~ ~;l. 3 1 3 Vi3 0 n VIQIIJ.!~ ~~ ~ INn
S 0 0 IlI1 l:l 3 S OdS 1 I V
l:l 3 S nil 3 dO 011 A v 1 3 Il
n N 3 Vi II~ Il v; 110 Old I Il 1
dO slIlII 3 1 Villi NOll
_S1 In';'~IO~IlOHS
1~lolO N sIOVdlS31Vl
f3Ttilll n S J:~V :I II I H 0
rNTvlO Il o J;!.~l 03>1SV
42 Lancel"t's son
45 Jan. honoree
47 Dad of Beau
BridgeS
48 Bob of thePGA
50 SouP vegetable
51 Wander about
52 Barreled (along)
53 Roulette choice
54 NeVada city
55 Bridge coup
56 Fofitlrn57"sen.-:."
Wireless. access
throughout the campus
at
Boise State University
More than 65 new wireless
antennas were installed over A
O'
the summer of 2003 1/
providing wireless netw#k
and internet access an#me,
almost anywhere at p
Boise State universit~{
The wireless networki~ ill
allow-laptop connection
major buildings on campus
,protected ith authentication.
Additional infor 'on, locations & online survey 'available at
bttp::JLwirele.ss. .' estate. edu
~ .__ .__ ~~. -' __.--'.k _
